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FOREWORD 
In the first drawer of the working card-file in my st·udy
is a series of cards designated ''Thai Titles and Ranks." The 
information on them derives from a number of talks given by·
Professor R. B. Jones to his first-yea·r st·uctents of Thai in 
the Spring of 1961� The fact that these cards now are worn 
and smudged and thumb-printed almost beyond legibility is 
testimony both to the indispensability of s·uch information to 
students of Thai society, and to the great care with which. 
Professor Jones has conducted his study of this subject. 
The importance of accurate information concerning Thai 
titles and ranks goes far beyond the antiquarian's desire 
simply to know the distinction between the ranks of two 
princes, or the relative statuses of officials in the civil 
and military bureaucracies under the ancien regime. It sur­
passes also the historian's wish to explore the fine gradations 
of status at the court of an historical Thai king. The hier­
archies of ranks and titles which so often bewilder Thai com­
moners little less than farang scholars are, by nature, the 
reflection of a complex and highly stratified social and polit­
ical order, which by no means passed av1ay with the ad·vent of · 
the constitutional monarchy and the abolition of many confer­
red titles in 1932. 
It is altogether appropriate that Professor Jones should 
have chosen King Chulalongkorn to present the main body of 
his material. That king, a key fig•ure in the development of 
modern Thailand, had both a thorough understanding of his own 
culture and an almost prescient sensitivity to the cultural 
implications of the changes he worked so hard to introd·uce. 
He was unusually successful in introd·ucing the West to Thai­
land, no less than in explaining Thailand to the West. His 
essay reprod·uced and translated here may have been written 
primarily for the king' s own edification, b·ut it is signifi­
cant that it was first published abroad only a few years after 
its composition. Professor Jones 1.s additional remarks on the 
subject complement the king's treatment of a more narrowly-
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defined subject, and provide a wider geographical and chrono­
logical context within which this important subject should be· 
understood. For giving us such a comprehensive introduction 
to this subject, Professor Jones deserves the deepest grati­
tude of all who study Thai society. 
David K. Wyatt 
Ithaca, New York 
June, 1971 
VJ. 
PREFACE 
Thai titles present a variety of problems for students 
of Thai cul t·ure. Tho·ugh we most often use the titles as they 
occur without attempting to find non-existent western eq·ui­
valents, the identities of the persons bearing the titles are 
often difficult to determine. Royal personages bear several 
types of titles--birth titles, variable titles of kin rela­
tionship to the reigning king, and often conferred titles as 
well. These latter titles in most cases involve new names 
too, which are the designations most often encountered in re­
ference to such princes. Furthermore, there was always a 
noble by the same name, also conferred, as head of the princee1 s 
establishment. The same applies also to all conferre.d titles 
of nobility. To ·further complicate the situation in the case 
of nobles, conferred titles and names were also the designa­
tions of particular offices in most cases and thus could be 
conferred many times, serving as the official designation for 
many diff�rent persons at different times. (Other material 
symbols in addition to titles further served to identify the 
power and prestige of various officials and their offices, 
as will be noted in the essay of King Chulalongkorn in.part.)
Aside from these problems the titles operate in well or­
ganized integrated systems which are of considerable interest 
in themselves, systems which had their beginnings as early as 
the fourteenth century and reached their culmination early in 
the present century, some six hundred years later, then dis­
integrated so rapidly that few now comprehend the details of 
these systems or their inter-relationships. But they are 
nonetheless important both to historical studies and to under­
standing interpersonal relationships today, for though these 
titular designations of status have largely disappeared the 
relationships and patterns of interaction have apparently been 
little affected as such. The patron-client basis for much in­
teraction seems no less strong, but it operates now in a less 
easily defined and somewhat uncertain system. To attempt to 
define this system and its uncertainties is beyond the scope 
of this study. Rather its purpose is historical--to present 
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as clearly as possible the various systems of titles, their 
interrelationships, and something of their historical devel­
opment insofar as it can be determined or inferred. 
To the many Thai who have given invaluable assistance in 
pursuing this study I am most grateful. In particular I wish 
to acknowledge my indebtedness to M. R. W. Akin Rabibhadana, 
M. L. Chotchoi Kambhu, Dr. Dana Thorangkul Lee, Mrs. Komkai 
Chongcharoensuk, and most especially to Dr. Ruchira C. Men­
diones. To Mom Chao Sibphan Sonakul I owe a special debt of 
gratitude for her generous help and most enlightening dis- · 
cussions of this subject. Professor Frank E. Huffman was 
kind enough to provide the phonemic transcription used for 
the Cambodian data, and I thank also the many other collea­
gues with whom I have discussed this subject in relation to 
other countries in attempting to find comparable information 
for comparison. Needless to say, none of these gracious people 
bears any responsibility for errors of fact or interpretation 
that may be found in this study, which is far from complete. 
Many gaps remain which I hope can eventually be filled in as 
more sources of information come to light. 
Ithaca, N. Y. Robert B. Jones 
1970 
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INTRODUCTION 
A thorough description of the elite hierarchies would 
seem to be a necessity for any compreher1r:,ive understanding 
of the social and political institutions of a nation, in­
cluding absolute monarchies fdr such rnonarchs seldom did 
in fact enjoy absolute power. Certainly this has been the 
case in Thailand and several western scholars have dealt 
to a greater or lesser extent with the royal and noble 
hierarchies of Thailand o But as yet no very complete un­·
derstanding of these systems and their interrelationships
has been forthcoming. Until recently the best discussion 
has been that of Wales (1934) which has just recently been_
greatly amplified concerning Thai social organization his­
torically by Akin Rabibhadana (1969). Nevertheless a full 
description of the system of royal titles and their corre­
lations with the systems of noble and administrative titles 
is still lacking and Thai sources of information have not 
been easy ·to find. 
Though Thai kings even before the establishment of 
the constitutional monarchy in 1932 were not literally _ab­
solute in power it is nevertheless tru� that only the king 
was fully qualified to make a definitive statement concern­
ing royal titles. Thus it was only with the publication in 
19.58 of an essay dated 1878 on this s.ubject by Rama V (King 
Chulalongkorn) that a complete understanding of the Thai 
system of royal .titles has been possible, at least as it was 
during his reign. It is this essay, notable for its complete­
ness and conciseness, that is reproduced here as a definitive 
statement along with a translation. 
�wo previous Thai kings have also dealt with this sub­
ject, and both are mentioned in Rama V's essay. The first 
was King Trailokkanat of Ayuthia in his Palatine Law (kod­
monthianban) of 1468, though the original has been lost and 
the present version of his laws dates f·rom the reign of Rama 
I (1782-1809) in which some titles of nobility seem to have 
been updated. In this law the ranks of the king's children 
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are established but the designations, except for the lowest 
and highest, are titles of royal kin relationship and no 
other titles or subclasses are mentioned, nor are the des­
cendants of princes mentioned. 
The second statement was that of Rama IV (King Mongkut) 
in 1865 which dealt only with certain matters concerning the 
highest ranking princes. This decree is fully documented 
in Rama V's essay. 
Though this essay was not published until 1938 Gibert 
(1884) and Bock (1884; probably from Gibert) must have had 
access to the manuscript, or at least to a version of it. 
Their accounts, as far as they go, follow closely the king's 
essay, though in less detail and with the abseri...ce of the entire 
section relating to ladies of the palace. Neither gives any 
source for his information. 
Embree (19.50) applied the term "declining descent rul·
to the Thai system of royal titles. As we shall see later 
there is a good possibility that this " rule" was a de·velop-
e 11· 
. .
ment of the latter part of the nineteenth century as such, 
but perhaps with earlier beginnings. It is generally assum­
ed that the Palatine Law of King Trailokkanat was derived 
largely from the Khmer system, and certainly by the latter 
part of the nineteenth century the Thai and Cambodian sys­
tems are very similar as evidenced by a decree issued in 
1856 by King Ang Duong of Cambodia on the same subject. At 
that time the lowest title in the Thai royal system (momluaIJ) 
was possibly not yet firmly established. In addition the 
Cambodian system firmly established the conditions (i. e. , 
rank of the mother) under which a title did not decline from 
one generation to the next. Twenty-two years later Rama V 
recognized the same principle, earlier established in Thai­
land by King Thaisa, but noted that there were no cases of 
its actual operation. In neither case, however, is there 
yet clear evidence that the "declining descent rule" was in 
operation at earlier times, and certainly there was no such 
rule among other Thai groups such as the Lao and Northern 
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Thai, at least as far as is known from present rather sparse 
information. Khmer influence in the Thai system thus seems 
clear. But there was also the reverse and an example can be 
cited concerning titles. As will be seen later the title 
cawfaa came into Thailand from Burma and was used briefly
to designate the same status, that of a ruler, but then its 
status was reduced to that of a prince, and later this same 
title is used in Cambodia for the chief minister. It would . 
seem that the general rule is that titles are borrowed for 
use in lesser status, or soon are reduced. But this is not 
entirely true for in Thailand Khmer titles were gradually 
acquired and superimposed on existing titles, themselves 
perhaps earlier borrowings, which then were reduced in status. 
The old Sukhothai title for the king, khun, a very early 
Khmer borrowing, was shortly replaced by.phajaa which was 
also from Kruner, and this in turn was later replaced by more 
elaborate titles on Khmer patterns. Very shortly most of 
the Kruner titles for the mandarinate had been borrowed and 
adjusted until they were operating in the same relative 
hierarchy in Thailand as they did in Cambodia, and the early
khun was reduced to the lowest level of recognized nobility. 
Though Rama V ascribes the system-of royal titles lar­
gely to the Ayuthia period, the development of the actual 
titles was, as we shall see, a gradual process which began 
after the middle of the sixteenth century and continued up
to the reign of King Chulalongkorn himself. He was perhaps 
discounting the two lowest recently established titles since 
they were not considered to be princely titles but only de­
signations of royal descent. Indeed there was even some 
question of the princely status of the next higher title, 
momcaw (grandchildren·of a king) , for while they enjoyed
royal status, such a princess as a wife of the king was not ·
considered different from a.commoner wife in that her child­
ren were not eligible for the highest pri�cely title, and if 
the king wished such a child to have that title it was nec­
essary to first promote the mother to a higher rank. 
On the matter of promotions within the royal hierarchy 
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King Chulalongkorn's explanations are not entirely complete.
He points out that promotion was possible, at ·1east during
' ,A , "
his reign, only from the rank of momcaw to phra9 oDcaw, and 
his discussion centers primarily on the promotion of a king's 
' ,.. . ' ,..momcaw wives for the reason just stated. But other momcaw 
could also be so promoted. These promotions were of two kinds,
designated jog or taD. The latter applied only to the in­
dividual so promoted. The former, jog, applied to an entire 
sibling group including those as yet unborn. In this case 
the father would already have the title phra9 oDcaw and rais­
ing his children to the same title would almost certainly in­
volve raising the mother' s rank as well if the prescribed
system was to be followed, for the children already born 
would in fact be promoted whereas children born later would 
in effect have the title by birth by virtue of the mother's 
rank. 
In discussing Thai royal titles the usual practice has 
been only to use the familiar birth titles--cawfaa, phra9 oD-
,.. ' ,.. ' ,.. , ' .., . ,. .caw, momcaw, momraadchawoD, momluaD--but it will be seen in 
reading King Chulalongkorn' s essay that these titles alone 
are inadequate for a clear understanding of the various ranks 
and hence the prestige and power of individual princes at 
the higher levels. The birth titles are convenient since 
they are unchanging, except for such promotions as noted 
above, but the accompanying kin titles are of equal impor­
tance and these change on the succession of a new king. In 
addition the krom titles that could be conferred on princes 
are the more accurate indicators of prestige. The details 
of this rather complex system seem to be only imperfectly 
understood by most people today, but the reason lies not in 
any changes or simplification of the system itself but rather 
in the great reduction in the numbers of princes. During the 
first five reigns of the Chakkri dynasty (1782-1910) three 
hundred twenty-five children were born to the .kings of Thai­
land; since then only five have been born and four of these 
are children of the present king. Thus princes of any rank 
are few and krom titles are no longer conferred. 
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The situation regarding royal titles in other countries 
of A.sia has been investigated for parallels and no information 
comparable in completeness to that supplied by King Chulalong­·
korn has yet been discovered for any of them. One may then 
wonder what compelled Rama V to set forth the Thai system in 
such detail. The explanation, I think, may lie in the fact 
that the great power acquired by the nobility over a consid­
erable time was coming to an end and power was gradually re­
turning to the king and the princes. In this situation he 
perhaps felt this to be a means of reasserting the traditional 
legitimacy of royal power. Moreover it came less than fo·ur 
years after what was apparently an attempt at a coup d'etat 
by the deputy king. In any case this was a transitional per­
iod, as it was also when King Trailokkanat issued his Palatine 
Law in 1468, and the parallel is difficult to ignore. The 
same could be said also of the reign of Rama VI who continued 
the reforms of his father and introduced many new ones of his 
own. In connection with these reforms he also issued a Pala­.
tine Law in 1913 regulating the ranks and titles of officials 
in the Palace Ministry, and though he made no mention of other 
ministries it is clear that some changes were made in them too, 
and all ranks and titles were being coordinated much more clo­
sely than before, including those of the military. 
In preparing the translation of King Chulalongkorn's 
essay an attempt has been made to stay as close to the origi­
nal as possible. The style of the essay is more characteristic 
of his letters and journals than of his formal writings and at 
times seems somewhat cryptic. Indeed there are instances where 
two readings might be possible and such instances have.been re­
solved by reference either to other sections of the essay or 
to other sources. In no case, however, would the basic discus­
sion have been materially altered. 
One might almost believe that he had an Eng1ish speaking 
audience in mind, too, for he makes liberal use of English words 
for clarification. And such clarification is often q·uite neces­
sary, at least for westerners, as for example the glossing of 
V•the Thai word laan as "grandchild"h, since the Thai word in-
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eludes nephews and nieces as well and in the context the dis­
tinction is essential. 
English words that occur in the text are given in the 
translation in quotation marks. Suggested translations or 
other identifications of Thai terms or titles which are in­
cluded in transcription are given in parentheses. Editorial 
additions supplied for clarificat ion are given in square 
brackets. Thai titles that are retained in the translation 
are rendered in phonemic transcription just as they occur in 
the text since they recur in various degrees of abbreviation, 
especially in reference to Thai kings. The exception to this 
is names of well known persons whose names have become establi­
shed in western writings in one type of romanization or an­
other. Kings of the Chakkri dynasty are identified as (Rama •• ) 
following the practice introduced by Rama VI (King Vajiravudh) . 
This means of referring to the Chakkri kings has never been 
accepted in Thailand and King Prachathipog specifically re­
jected it, but it has become fairly general practice in the 
West as a convenience and so has been included here. So also 
with the following list of Chakkri kings with various desig­
nations by which they are known as appropriate, excluding 
however the lengthy formal coronation titles. The first en­
try is that segment of the formal title which Thai are most 
likely to use in informal situations. 'Ihis is sometimes fol­
lowed by other designations that have been applied to the 
particular king, and finally, in parentheses the names by
which they are commonly known to westerners. 
Rama I (1782-1809), phraphudthajoodfaaculaaloog; radchakaantSn. 
Rama II (1809-1824), phraphudthalaadlaanaphaalaj; radchakaan-
klaaIJ. 
The coronation names of these two kings are not known; 
the names given were bestowed on them by Rama III. 
Rama III (1824-1861), phranaQklaaw.
Rama IV (1851-1868) , phracoomklaaw; (King Mongkut)h. 
Rama V ( 1868-1910) , phracunlacoomklaaw; phrapijamahaaraad; 
(King Chulalongkorn)h. 
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Rama VI (1910-1925), phramahaamo�kudklaaw; phramoDkudklaaw; 
phramahaathiiraraadcaw; (King Vajiravudh). 
·Rama VII (1925-1935), phrapogklaaw; '(King Prachathipog). 
.In this case the king preferred to be known by his name 
as prince rather than by his coronation name, and so he is known 
to Thai and westerners alike. 
Rama VIII (1935-1946), 9 aananthamahidon; (King Ananda). 
Rama IX (1946- ) , phuumiphon9 adunjadeed; (King Phum.iphol, 
Bhumibol). 
In the cases of Rama the VIII and IX their princely 
names were retained as coronation names. 
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A Royal Essay
Traditions of Royal Lineage in Siam 
, ,  V '  , ,  , • , , , v  '
phrabaad somded phraparamintharamahaa cu1aa1or:ikoon 
. . , , . " ,._ ' •V
phracunlacoomklaw cawjuuhua 
·(King Rama v)· 
Saturday, the 5th lunar month, 10th day of 
the waning moon, Year of the Tiger, 10th 
year of the decade, 11th year of this reign, 
C. S. 1240, corresponding to April 27, B. E. 
2421 (A. D. 1878) . 
The 11th Year of the Fifth Reign 
(1) Differences between the Thai royal traditions and those 
of Laos. 
Speaking of the traditions of royal lineage in Siam, 
they are different from those of other countries in many ways 
because the royal family has many members in several branches 
. : .
and lines, but the time when they are reduced to khlmnaar:i 
(nobility) comes sooner than in other countries. So royal 
persons are not so numerous as in Lao states1 , as can be ob­
served to the present day whether in Chiengmai or L·uang Pra­
bang, where royalty is not ordered in various ranks; all who 
. "
belong to the royal lineage are called caw. There are even 
some of these caw in our own co·untry in charge of nine or 
ten men. 
(2) Changes in royal traditionso 
The royal traditions of our country are different from 
those of Laos, but if one considers the traditions of the 
royal family in the chronicles of Ayuthia from its founding 
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in C. S. 712 (A. D. 1350) to the present time, he will see 
that the traditions concerning titles and honors have been 
changed many times, but they were not changed completely. 
Only small changes were made as the rulers, in their wisdom, 
saw ·fit in order to preserve the royal -family in good order 
while the country was still undeveloped. From the time when 
Ay·uthia was established to about [C. ] S. 900 (A. D. 1500' s), 
about two hlmdred years, the traditions of the royal family 
remained much the same througho·ut. Since then they have 
changed to become almost the same as at present, with scar­
cely any differences. 
(3) Royalty divided into folJ.r classes according to the Pal­
atine Law. 
Evidence of the antiquity of the ranks of the royal 
family is found in the royal decree kodmonthianbaan (Pala­
tine Law) which was promulgated in the time of somded phra­
raamaa thib0dii I, the founder of Ayuthia, in C. So 720 
(A. D. 1358)2 , eight years after the founding of the capi-
tal. The name kodmonthianbaan means 'for the preservation 
of the king's household.'  That law sets forth the dignity 
and honor of the king, princes, greater and lesser officials 
who hold government office, and regulations concerning the 
deportment of officials to insure that they commit no of­
fense to the king. But this law is phrased in archaic ter­
minology and e·ven some informed Thai, if they are not scho­
lars, will scarcely be able to ·understand it at all. For 
this reason, though all Thai have heard about this law, 
they seldom know the substance of it, because they are too 
lazy to read and think. In that la·w caw (royalty) are di­
vided into four ranks.h3 
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( 6) 
(4) somded noa phraphudthacaw.
. . . , ,.. ,..
1. The first rank was phracaw l·uugthee, born of the 
phra9 ag khramahees1i ·He called somded was 
naa phra._Eb.udthacaw, 
(highest queen').
held the highest rank in the royai fam-
ily, and had to r�side in the capital. 
,... .., ' 
(5 ) 1·uugl uar:i 9 e eg. 
2·. Another rank ·was called 1·uugluar:i9 eeg. They were 
children of the king, and also theii m6the�s had to be 
A V ,
daughters of kings. So they were 
· 
called luugluar:ie9 eeg. 
. .  . . ' 
Princes of this class were entitledeto govern myar:i 9 eeg·e
(principal towns) such as Phitsanulok, Sukhotai, and Nakorn 
Rajasima (Korat), and· could also be called l·uugthee kin
' 
mya:g9 eeg. 
1u·ugluar:i th oo. 
3. The next lower rank was the sons of the king whose 
were laanluar:i, that is, the direct laan of a king,
would be called Princes 
mothers 
who 'granddaughter' in Englishe. 
born of such granddaughters of a king were also regarded as 
l·uugluar:i, but they had the privilege of governing myar:ithoo 
·(sec ondary towns) such as Sawankhalok and s·uphan[buri] be-
cause grandchildren of the king who have the title of som-
' , ,._ V
ded phracaw laanthee were also entitled to govern towns s·uch 
as Inburi ·and Phromburi. 
, , " 
(7) phrayawwaraad. 
4. Yet an.other rank was the children born of phra-
,
sanom (minor wives, concubines). They were called phra-
. . , " 
yawwaraad, that is, minor princes, and they did not govern 
towns. 
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( 8 )  Saluting and walking according to rankh. 
All of these four ranks of princes concern only children 
of the king . phrayawwaraad had to defer to princes of the 
first three levels mentioned above. Princes of these three 
levels had to defer to each other in the order of their rank 
regardless of age. There was no decree concerning age, the 
decree takes rank as the standard. If a prince had high rank 
b·ut was very young in age, those of lower rank but advanced 
in years, even if they were his older siblings, his uncles, 
aunts or others, had to salute him and walk behind himho 
" ,( 9 )  The title cawfaa came from princes who actually governed 
townsh. 
The two ranks of princes who had the privilege of go·v­
erning principal and secondary towns did act·ually gohout to .
govern those towns, just like viceroys of colonies, under 
the sovereignty of the king. Because they did govern the 
. " , 4 " ,towns like. that everyone called them cawfaa. cawfaa means 
cawphccndin (king, lord of the land) or· cawmyafj (governor, 
lord of the town) in present day usage. There are still 
. " , " , · .q·uite a number of Lao cawfaa, for example, cawfaa Hsenwi,
cawfaa myaglyg ( " ) ,  cawf·aa myagmyyd (" } .. Even when we were· 
at war with the Haw (Yunnanese ) ,  in correspondence and re­
ports the terms cawfaa myafjthaj (Prince of Thailand) and 
cawfaa myafjj·uan5 (' Prince of Northern Thailand) were ·used. 
This cawfaa actually means a cawmyag , but out of the desire 
to speak in lofty terms, they iere called cawfaa (lord of 
heaven) as if they were lords from heaven, d·escendents of 
gods, because according to Indian tradition kings are sup­
posed deities. 
(10 ) According to the Palatine Law there were only two kinds 
" ,
of cawfaa. 
Ther� were only two levels of cawfaa. Children of the 
, , , , V 
0 
A , , , V'(phra9 agkhramahees11 were not cawfaa. Children of phrasanom 
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" ,
were not cawfaa. Only children born of a daughter or a 
A I
granddaughter of a king were cawfaa. This was the tradi-
tion for 2 00 years after the fo··unding of Ayuthia. 
(11) Abolition of the tradition of sending princes to gov­
ern towns. 
Later on the king percei·ved that d · uring the past 2 00 
years the allowing of princes to govern towns had resulted 
in many us·urpations, and they sometimes joined the enemy 
and turned against the capital, their distant relatives, so 
he quietly discontinued this tradition. He did not announce 
that he was not going to appoint anyone anymore, b·ut there 
have been no more who governed towns.e6 
( 12)  All are cawfaae. 
A I
The position of cawfaa as governors of towns was still 
associated with princes who were sons and grandsons of kings; 
although they no longer governed towns they continued to be 
A ,
called cawfaa. Later on, when kings seldom had a supreme 
queen with rank higher than the others, those who would have 
V '  ' ' I A  A ,  •been somded noo ph·udthacaw could only bee. cawfaa. In time 
. V ' . ' I I A .
the rank of somded noo ph·udthacaw completely disappeared and 
. . . . A ,
children of queens were simply called cawfaa like the child-
oren of daughters and granddaughters of k·ings The rank of 
cawfaa is the highest princely rank. The only exception is 
wh·en the king appoints one of his cawfaa sons to be the warJe­
naa (deputy king). This happened only occasionally. How­
ever, cawfaa still are entitled to a spear guard in proces-
. rs ions like the king, as if they were still ·ulers. When they
tra·vel by boat they can also have a procession of boats, with 
oarsmen beating cadence as the king has. And they walk ahead 
of princes of lesser rank as mentioned earlier. 
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(13 ) §E_ecial status of cawfaa as distinguished from other 
•princes. 
,... ,
Also by tradition the status of cawfaa is more illust-
rious than that of other princes in many ways. 
( 14 )  Traditionally [cawfaa] may use the phratawbencakhab. 
He is anointed · wi.th water from the phratawbencakhab 
which is the bowl used for anointing the king ·at the time 
of coronation . It is the traditional belief of the .lahd 
that he who is anointed from that bowl and whose mother is. 
not of the same royal family will be accursed. The Brahmins 
will not consent to anoint him. They will only anoint those 
,. ,
who are cawfaa. 
(15 ) The Brahmins loudly recite verses when presenting art 
offering for Siva [to the prince]e. 
Also after performing the triijamphawaaj ceremony wor­
shipping Siva by swinging [ on the great swing] and singing 
.the chaahog ( song of the s·wan) the Brahmins ·will present an 
offering for Siva. For a cawfaa the Brahmin will loudly re­
cite brahmanic verses in the· same manner as if he were pre­
senting it to Siva and to the king. If the presentation is 
made to any other prince he will be accursed . 
( 16 )  When placed in the cradle there is a verse praising Mt. 
Krailat and khabmaj music. 
,... , . .
When a cawfaa is one month old a Brahmin will lift him 
into a cradle �aying verses in praise of Mt. Krailat7 as if 
he were placing a hog8 in a cradle, then he will lull him 
with brahmanic verses. And there is a kind of music which 
can be performed only for the king and for · cawfaa which con­
sists of a soo (a kind of fiddle), t·wo bando9 · (small drums) 
and a singer � This is called khabmaj. 
( �® )  
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(17 ) He has the chaaluugluaD. 
After he is place·d in the cradle he has an attendant to 
sing a lullaby called chaaluugluag while he is sleeping, the 
tune and ·words of which are· traditionally different from those 
used for other princes. It is composed with words of very 
, ,  ' ' ,. , ' ,,.high levele. For example, phrasaded maa phaan phiphob pogpoD
phraWOD SaanUWOD l e e  raadsadoon (you came to rule the country 
.in ordereto protect the royal family and the people)e. 
( 18 )  His naagnom (wet-nurse) and phtillaD (companion-nurse) 
are phra41 and he has a naajween (supervisor) and palad­
ween (dep·uty supervisor) [for his attendants]e. 
His companion-nurse and wet-n·urse can add the title 
phra41 [ to their names] and are called phraphfiliaD and phra­
nom. In his krom fo·ur servants may be appointed as supervi­
sors and four as deputy supervisors, or sometimes six of 
each, holding the posts of naajween tamruad (Supervisor of 
Police)e, n·aajween mahaadleg_ (Supervisor of Pages)e, naajween 
fiiphaaj (Supervisor of Oarsmen), many or few, according as 
the prince is established as being more illustrious than 
other royalty. 
(19)  The ceremonial bath, the top-knot shaving ceremony, 
the [symbolic model of] Mt. Krailat, a lione' s  skin to 
· sit on, the hair divided into five parts. The six-day 
top-knot ceremony becomes seven days including float­
ing away the hair. 
When a ca·wfaa is fully nine years old there is a pro­
cession to the· river for the ceremonial bath under a pergola 
situated on a raft in the river. When the age for top-knot 
shaving is reached there is a [ model of] Mt. Krailat . The 
procession for the top-knot ceremony lasts six days, or seven 
including the day on which to float away the haire. At the 
time of the ceremony the cawfaa must sit on a lione' s  skin, 
or an embroidered lion, lik·e a king sitting on his corona­
tion throne. At the time of shaving the top-knot the hair 
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is divided into strands. According to tradition royal per­
sons have it divided into three parts, b·ut cawfaa m·ust ha·ve 
·it divided into five parts, called bencas1khoon, that is,
like the god who is the harpist of Si•vah. and whose hair is 
di·vided into five parts. And he bathes in water po·uring
from the mouths of the four animals, just as the top-knot 
shaving ceremony has always been done. 
(20) cawfaa hold rank equal to krommyyn and when appointedh9 
to· a krom office must be made kromkhun or higher. By' .
tradition cawfaa have unique dignity o·ver other princes. 
A ca·wfaa has· status which is not appropriate to the rank 
' ..
of krommyyn, and he has a dignity which differs many times 
over from other princes. For example, if he is a somded 
phracaw n6orJjaath8 8  cawfaa (king ' s  younger brother) , he will 
have a dignity of 20, 000, and if he holds a krom office he 
will have a dignity of 5 0, 000. If he is a somded phracaw· 
luugth8 8  cawfaa (king's son) he will have a dignity of 15, 000 
and if appointed to a krom office he will have 40, 000. If 
.ese princes is appoin ed as uparaad.eith f th 
· ' ' 9 ' 
· 
l O (deputyer o 
king) he ·will have a dignity of 100, 000. By tradition a 
phra9 oncaw, if he is the king's younger brother, will have 
a digniti of only 7, 000; the king' -s son by a minor wife 
[phra9 09caw] will have a dignity of 6, 000. The king's grand-
,. ,
sons of ca·wfaa rank will have a dignity of 6, 000. If any of 
these thre·e latter princes holds a krom office he will have 
a dignity of 15, 000. If one is only phracaw laanth8 8 (grand­
son or nephew of phra9 orJcaw rank) , _such as children of the 
·wannaal O  he wil l  have 4, ooo, and if appointed to a krom of­
fice hj_s dignity is increased to 11, 000. These positions are 
very old, having been initiated in the reign of somded phra­
borom trajloogkanaad I, who came to the throne inh. C o  · so . 796 
(A. D. 14 34 ) '
11 whi,ch is still within the period of 200 years 
mentioned earlier. By studying these positions and dignities 
one will be able to understand how much higher in rank is a 
,.. , , ,..
cawfaa over a phra9 orJcaw. 
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( 21) cawfaa who hold a krom office do not discard their 
or·iginal names and are still known by those namese. 
When a ca·wfaa holds a krom title, be it kromkhun, krom-
.,, . ,l·uarJ, or kromphra9 he is not called by the title of that of-
fice, nor is his original name changed.like · other princes
" ,
with krom titles. This is because when a cawfaa is officially
named at the age of' about eight or nine years , his name is 
engraved on a golden tablet--a long elaboration like my own. 
.V '
The gold tablet I received has my name engraved as somded 
"' • ,.. , ' • , , ,.. , . y  . 'lu·ugJ aath e e  ca·wfaa culaalor:ikoon boodintharatheeb mahaamor:ikud 
bhrudradtana9 �aadcharawiwoYJ warudom phoDbooriphad s1�i� wa�­
thana9 raadchakumaan12 as a child, or siri� wadthana9 raadcha-
, , 12waroorod as a yo·ung · man. 
(22) The elaborate name of' a cawfaa includes his fathere' s  
" , .
name, but that of' a cawfaa princess does not; she has 
only a short elaboration. 
I " ,
In the elaboration of the names which each cawfaa receives 
it is indicated whose son he is. Incl·uded will be a name of 
the king who is the father of' each one. For example, one name 
, ,  V '  , A ( ) • V ',, V
of phrabaad somded phracoomklaw Rama IV is phor:isaadisuan 
' ' . . . ., ' , ,.. , . ,.. . ,krasad, and a name of' somded phracaw borommawoDthee  ca·wfaa 
, y . , ' ' . < " , <
mahaamaalaa is mahidsaraathiraad ra·wiwor:i because they were 
.theesons of' phrabaade·esomded £�raphudtha1S edlaa (Rama II) 
.whose name incl·uded 9idsara9 sunthoon. 13 I my.self have the 
. , , ,.. . , .., , ,. ' ' , , , " , ,name bodintharatheeb mahaamakud burudradtana9 raadchawaraaQe-
. . . . , ' V , . ,.kuun because I am the son of King phrabaad somded phracoom-
" 
klaw whose name included mahaamakud.e14 · But a cawfaa princess
has a short name which does not include the name of her father. 
' 
(2 3) A cawfaa has a cawkrom (Administrator) of myyn rank be-
.fore· he is appointed to a krom office. When appointed
he uses his original name combined with that of his Ad-
ministrator. 
[A  cawfaa] can appoint an Administrator, a paladkrom 
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(deputy administrator), and a samubanchii (controller) to.
myyn rank like any princG who holds a krom office . When he 
is appointed kromkhun, kromlua9 , or kromphra9 his original 
name as given on the gold tabiet ·which he received when very 
young remains unchangede. The name he receives when appointed 
to a krom office is not a princely name. It is the name of 
his administrator. To refer to the prince one must use his 
own name and the administratore' s  name togethere. For example, 
., ' , , ,.. , , .,  , .somded phraborommawo.r:iethee  ca·wfaa mahaamaalaa kromphra9 barn-
,. . ' ' . .,
raab poorapag. The deputy administrator is lua.r:i and the con-
. . . .,
troller is khlm, in order of rank. 
(24) [A cawfaa] has bl·ue enamel symbols of rank. .
The betel tray and spittoon symbols of rank are of [gold 
with] blue enamel and are different from all other royalty. 
Other princes, even those with krom rank as high as krom som-
' ,
ded phra9 , may not use enameled utensilse. They must ·use plain
gold unless they have them made for themselves and use them 
on other occasions than in the presence of the king. Later 
on, in the reign of King phracoomklaw ( Rama IV), the king 
gave blue enameled betel containers, but with plain gold trays, 
to some who had rendered service to the government, but they 
were ·very few. 
( 25 )  If a cawfaa becomes king he can ·use the epithet 9 ubpha-
' .,..
toosuchaad as an elaboration of his name. 
. ,.. . , . ' ,
If a cawfaa becomes king he can ·use the term 9 ·ubphatoo-
suchaad sa.r:isudkhrawhanii which is regarded by Thai ·scholars 
as meaning a ·eperson of purity. The word 9 ubphatoosuchaad 
means being of good birth in both lines •e sa9sudkhrawhanii 
. 
means a womb where an all pure birth takes place. When com­
bined they can be interpreted as being ' born of a womb which 
gives pure birth from both lines.e' 
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( 26 )  When [a cawfaa] dies there is a mourning-maid and a 
public fun.·eral pyre in the center of the city. 
, ,... ..,
If he has the chaaluuglua9 lullaby when he is born, when 
he dies he must also have a woman to keen for him and a ftm­
eral pyre, large or small depending on conditions [in the 
country]e, is built in the center of the city. 
,... , ' ' 
(27 ) cawfaa are known as th·uunkramom. 
Th.ere is another term of reference which everyonee· uses 
to honor cawfaa, other than the rank given him by the king . 
,.. , .
cawfaa who are the sons of the king have been called thuun-
kramom. This word thuunkramom is not official, but only has 
comee.eto be used often, j ust as among the nobility the word 
,..
cawkhun has been used by servants, subordinates among the 
nobility, or government officials of lower or equal rank ; 
for a government official who has the conferred title of 
phrajaa . But the word cawkhun cannot be used in officiale· 
audience with the king. Such persons must be referred to 
by the title phrajaa as conferred. It is the same with the 
word thuunkramome. However, strictly speaking, if it may not 
be used in an official letter or in official address to thee
.' ' 
king, the word th·uunkramom can sometimes be used, but only 
in pri·va te . 
( 28 )  cawfaa of the first class may be called thuunkramom. 
·Those who hear it might wonder whether the word thuun­
kramom is used only in special cases and not widelye. In 
. . ' ' ,... ,
fact the word thuunkramom can always be applied to a cawfaa -
of the first class. Even though it may or may not be widely
used by other people, his subordinates and servants will
' ' 
surely call him thuunkramom. 
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(29) thuunkramom is not a c onferred title. It is only used 
by the people. 
,.. ,
A cawfaa sometimes called the king who is his father 
thuunkramom. The children of these princes also calletheir·e
. 
. ' ' . , ' .., . ' . , " fathers thuunkramom. King phrabaad somded phracoomklaw 
(Rama IV) said that was right according to tradition .e. But 
this title is not c onferred by the king . It is used by the 
people and thus bec omes another title distinguishing cawfaa 
, ,..from phra9 OI)caw. 
(30) The top-knot shaving ceremony is sometimes held and 
sometimes prevent�d [by c onditions]e. 
Some of these traditional indications of status were 
used during the first two hundred years of Ayuthia and some 
arose after [ those] two hundred years. cawfaa have continued 
to  receive these indications of status up ·to the present time 
except for the top-knot shaving ceremony and the bathing ce­
remony which are very big and require many people. They are 
not given when affairs of state hinder.e· If there is no hin­
drance and they can be properly done, they are. 
( 31) The status and power of cawfaa as mentioned above are 
peculiar to cawfaa who are sons of the sovereign. Others 
are like any o·ther traditional royalty. 
The position, status and power of cawfaa which have been 
mentioned here concern only the cawfaa wh·o are sons of the 
sovereign. Other cawfaa have rank and dignity lower than the 
children of the king who are phra9 oI)caw and will receive in­
dications of status--the top-knot shav·ing ceremony, ordination 
ceremony, or whatever--equal to traditional royalty, or lower 
than some phra9 oI)caw, according to their order of rank o What 
has been explained ·above must be· understood to apply only to 
those cawfaa who are the children of the sovereign . The stat·us 
of cawfaa children of the king, as mentioned, has been the c ·us­
tom f·rom olden days and has remained up to the present day. 
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(32) Of the royal paraphernalia allowed to be ·used in 
, ,
anci,ent processions only the klDDDchana?h (Vi�tor_y 
Drum) remain. 
Those things which appear in the Palatine Law which 
can be said to be ancient things [ used] for �rocessions and 
various symbols of rank a nl  status, and things [ relating to] 
,... ,
cawfaa of all levels, would be too long to list here and 
[ would include] things which have been abandoned. Things
which remain are only the Victory Drlun and royal symbols 
granted by the king for use in the top-knot ceremony. To 
describe them in detail would be endless. 
"' ,
(33 ) The tradition concerning cawfaa from later times up to 
the pres· canent includes seven types [ of persons who]
"' ,
be cawfaa. 
I sha·11 speak about persons whose status is suitable 
for cawfaa according to the tradition after the period of· 
[ the first] two hlmdred years. Concerning cawfaa as under­
stood from the later times of Ayuthia to Bangkok for over 
three hundred years--which princes should be cawfaa and 
which should not --One must first unders-tand that in the 
royal family [ the status of] the mother is very much con-
,.. , .
side red. If one reckons the persons who can be cawfaa 
[ it will be found] that they are: 
( 34 )  1. At the founding of a dynasty [ the king] can raise 
his older and younger siblings born of the same parents 
"' ,
and his sons to be cawfaa. 
A newly crowned conqu·ering king changes the dynasty and 
establishes himself as lord. Such a king has the power to 
,... ,
appoint cawfaa at will, but he should not deviate from the 
pattern of· the past. He has some advantages over a king who 
succeeds to the throne in that he can raise his siblings born 
of the same mother to the rank of cawfaa and can also raise 
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" ,  , ,  .., ' 
any of his sons to be cawfaa. For example, phrabaad somded 
.phraphudthajeoodfaa culaa·loog ( Rama I) raised to cawfaaerank 
his two older sisters and h·is son and daughter born of krom 
y ' , ' , • , " .., · '  , ' , ,
somded phra�eamarintharaamaad. But somded phra? amarintharaa-
maad , who was their mother·, was not raised to any sort of 
queenly ranke. She was only made caw (royal) in order to be 
a suitable mother of cawfaa. These are one kind of cawfaa 
who are raised [ to the ·rank] • However, the younger full 
brother of a king who succeeded to the throne properly, King 
phrabaad somded phranaDklaw ( Rama III), seems never to have 
. . . . .,.. ,
been raised to cawfaa ranke. Whether it was because he died 
at a very early age or whether there ·was a custom prohibit­
ing it is not known.e15 
( 35 )  2 .  'Ihe king ' s  child born of a da·ughter of a king is a tr·ue 
" ,
cawfaa. 
Th·e king ' s  child who is born of a daughter of a king has 
,._ , V ' , ,._
the sta t·us of a true cawfaae. For example, somded phracaw 
, ,._ , ., V , ., ._.borommawoDth8 8  cawfaa mahaamaalaa kromphra? bamraab poora-
' A , . . ,
pag, who was the son of cawfaa klmthon, the daughter of phra-
.baad somded phraphudthajoodfaa culaaloog ( Rama I), and whose 
.fatherewas phrabaad somde·d phraphudtha.l88dlaa naphaalaj ( Rama 
II), was considered a cawfaa ' by right ' ,  as phrased in English. 
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( 36)  3 o  The king's son born of a granddaughter of a king is 
,.. ,
a cawfaano 
Stri.ctly speaking a prince born of a granddaughter of 
,.. ,
a king ought legally also to be ca·wfaa . But grandda·ughters 
. . . " , ,
of a king seldom have parents ·who are both cawfaa or phra-
" . . ' 
9 oDcaw in rank, so most of them have the lower rank of mom-
caw. As long as one is momcaw she is not suitable to be the 
mother of a ca·wfaa. If the king wishes to allow [ her child] 
to be cawfaa he will also have to raise her [ to the rank of] 
·EQ_:l'.'a9 OI)caw. For example, in the reign of King phrabaad som­
ded phracoomklaw (Rama IV) a momcaw who was the daughter of 
., ,._ .,  \, , . , ,  V '  .phra9 OI)caw �agkhanaan·ukh·un, the son of King phrabaad somded 
·phranaDklaw (Rama III) , had been raised to phra9 OIJcaw · by
• . , ' V ' , ,._ ,._ ,
King phrabaad somded phranaI) klaw before she became a phra-.
raadchatheewii (lesser queen) of King phrabaad somded phra-
. .
coomklaw (Rama IV) ,  and she had a son who was a cawfaa. Also 
' ,.. . ' " ' . '- ,momcaw ramphe ej, the daughter of krommyyn maadtajaaphithag, .
the oldest son of King phrabaad somded.phranaI) klaw (Rama I II ) ,  
, A , . . , " V ' ,
came to be a phraraadchatheewii of King phrabaad somded phra-
,.. . , ,.. . . , . '-
coomklaw and was raised to be phra9 oIJcaw ramphe ej phamaaphi-
. . " ,
rom. She became the royal mother of fo·ur cawfaa prin ces. 
Such cawfaa as these are also cawfaa 'by right', but their 
. , .  ,..
mothers had to be raised to phra9 oIJcaw in order to be worthy
,.. ,
of the honor of the ca·wfaa who are her childreno But the 
king' s sons born of gr�nddaughters of a king as such may or 
may not be allowed to be cawfaa. The tradition is that a 
royal son born of the granddaughter of a king is a cawfaa,
and if [the mother]  is a phra9 oDcaw then [ the child] i� a 
cawfaa, but if [ the mother] is on·ly a momcaw it is not cer­
tain for the king can oppose it. 
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( 37 ) 4 .  The king ' s  son born of a daughter of the rl:i.ler of 
" ,
a vassal state can be a cawfaa. 
The king's son born of a daughter of the king of a 
foreign country which is independent at that time is a caw­
.
faa 'by right. ' In the case of a COlmtry which was formerly 
independent and later became a vassal of Bangkok, b·ut whose .
r·uler still maintains his position, the king could make that 
ruler's grandchildren--his o·wn sons and da·ughters--cawfaa 
, V' y ' , , , • "
if he wished. For example, phrabaad somded phraphudthaJood-
·faa culaaloog (Rama I )  promoted a phra9 096aw princess, born 
of a cawcooinmaandaa (minor wife) who was th·e daughter of the 
King of· Vientiane, to be somded phracaw luugthe e  cawfaa kun­
thonthibphajawadii. This kind of cawfaa i·s still considered 
a cawfaa 'by right. ' But she is not· so well respected as 
those whose mothers are of the same dynasty. In the reign 
of King phrabaad somded phracoomklaw (Rama IV) , nagj tam, the 
. .,, ,. , , .
daughter of King somded phranaroodom of Cambodia, who was 
, " . ,.. " , ,  ', .made phra9 ogcaw kamphoodraadchas·udaaduaIJ, and tonkuu subia, 
the younger sister of ·su1tan Mahmud of Lingga, · were both 
phrasanom (minor wife) of the king who made it known that. 
.if theyhgave birthh_hthe children must be cawfaa according to 
·tradition . B·ut many people were strongly opposed to that. 
(38) 5 .  A prince ·whose mother is a cawfaa can be a cawfaa 
grandchild thro·ugh his mother� 
" ,
When a cawfaa princess who is either a yo·unger sister 
or a daughter ·of a king, ·whether her husband is the king, 
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A , , A
a cawfaa, or a phra9 oDcaw of any level who has a krom title, 
,... ,gi·ve·s birth to a son or a daughter, that child is a cawfaa 
through the mother, b·ut with a lower dignity · than the prince 
who is the father. He is a cawfaa in name only. For example, 
. , . ' . ., ., , , , ,... ,both the older sisters of phrabaad somdedphraphudthajoodfaa 
(Rama I) had non-royal husbandse.eand each had several sons and 
da·ughters. All these children had to be consi dered ca·wfaa 
through their motherse. Later on a· da··ughter of the younger . . , ' .., ' ,,· ,of these sisters became a wife of phrabaad somded phraph·ud-
thaleedlaa naphaalaj (Rama I I )  while he was still a prince 
and she had three sons all of whom were cawfaae. Such is the 
examplee. Bllt the reader m·ust understand that tradition for­
bids marriage between a cawfaa princess and a phr�9 0IJcaw, 
, ,... . ' ,... . .,and between a phra9 OD caw princess and a momcaw, or a ·kh·un-
.naaD (nobleman), or a foreign prince, or a prince of the 
royal family to whom she is not ciosely related . Therefore, 
cawfaa and· phra9 oD caw princesses can only marry close rela­
tives of equal or higher rank. This is why, by tradition, 
most cawfaa and phra9 ODCaw princesses h-ave not had h·usbands . 
, ,...
If they are to have husbands they can only become phraraad-
chatheewii of the king. Very few have had husbands other 
than the king because it wo·uld be ·very unfavorably received . 
So there are no cawfaa who have the title through the mothere' s  
family as described above who can be pointed out as examples
at the present timee. There are many only when a new dynasty
,... ,
is founded and princes newly created. cawfaa through thee· 
mother are considered such ' by courtesy.e' 
� 
� � 
� 
� 
� 
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(39) 6 .  A child of the wal)naa (deputy king) whose mother is 
royal can be appointed ·cawfaa by the sovereignh. 
Children of the wal)naa have been allowed to be Phra.9 O9-
from the time of the k·rom phraraadchawaIJ 
King phrabaad �roded phraphudthaJ oodfaa 
(i o  e .  
c·
warJnaa) 
ulaaloog 
caw 
.
under 
(Rama I ) h. on, the favor of the king, e·Later through ither 
,..
beca·use of being the eldest son of the wal)naa, or because 
of services rendered to the king, or because· the mother 's 
family was of sufficiently high estate to allow promotion, 
,.. ,
[ some ] were promoted to cawfaa as an honorh. There are two 
,.. , . (
cawfaa of this typeh. Princess phikunthoon who was the daugh-
, ,..  , , ,  .,, ' . ,
ter of the krom E._l'!raraadchawarJ ·un:1 er phrabaad s omded phra-
ph·udthaj oodfaa culaalhoog (Rama I ) ,  and whose mother was a 
Lao princ·ess from Chiangmai, was made a cawfaa. B·uth· there 
was [one ] whose mother was the daughter of the Kinghof Cam­. 
bodia, and [ one] whose mother ·was Q, phra9 Ol)caw daughter of 
·the King of Thonburi, who were not made cawfaa and had to 
. , ,. . . , " ,remain phra9 OIJca·wh. Later, when the krom phraraadchawarJ under 
phrabaad somded phranal)klaw (Rama III ) had a son by phra9 orJ­
caw daaraa ; who was th·e da\lghter of th� first krom phraraad­
·chawa9 , he was not a cawfaa either. He ·was only phra9 Ol)caw 
9 1dsaraphOIJ ·until he wa·s thirty years old when, in recogni·­
tion · of his diligent service, King phrabaad somded phracoom­
klaw (Rama IV) raised him to cawfaa ' by promotion . ' But s·uch 
,.. . , .,, ' 
cawfaa may not use the title somdedh. He may use only the 
. , , . . .,, ,.. ,.. ,title phraboowoorawol)th e e  like phra9 orJcawh. Such cawfaa are 
installed only at the pleasure of the king . They are outside 
,.. , " 
the pattern for cawfaa . A child of the wal)naa may be a true 
,.. , ,.. ,
cawfaa only when the mother is a cawfaa as explained above. 
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( 40) 7. A king's son whose mother is the daughter of a 
minister of state who has rendered special service 
may also __pe made a cawfaa if the king is the first 
of a new dynasty. 
This is yet another kind of cawfaa. This appears
to have happened only onceho In the reign of the King of 
. , ' .., ' , , , "Thonb ·uri a daughter of phrabaad somded phraphudthajood-
.faa culaaloog (Rama I )  had ahson by the K ing of Thon·­
·buri, then ·she died. At that time phrabaad somded phra-
, , · "  , ' "
phudthaJoodfaa culaalo� held a high position and was
' ' , ' ., ..,  .called mahaakasaasyg. He had the power of command in 
war like a king. As there were many wars at that time 
the King of Thonburi recognized phrabaad somded phra-
., , " , ' ,.. . . . . .
phudthajoodfaa culaaloog as a lord in battle. Since the 
King of Thonburi achieved the crown through conquest,
he had the power to appoint cawfaa as described in sec­
tion (1 ) .  So he appointed that son, who was not a caw­
faa 1 by right ' ,  a special cawfaa. Besides that cawfa� 
there were also two other cawfaa born to the illustrious 
family of the King of Thonburi. 
, " , 
"
But these two were caw-
.
faa 'by right ' ,  unlike the cawfaa who was the grandson 
, ' .., ' , , ., · " , ' ,..of phrabaad somded phraphudthaJoodfaa culaaloog o But 
, ' .., ' , , , · ·" , ' later on, when phrabaad somded phraph·udthaJ oodfaa culaa-
,.. . . " , . " ,loog became king by conquest this cawfaa became a cawfaa 
'by righth' because [ his mother] was the daughter of som-
' , ' , , " 16 . .ded phra? amarintharaamaad (a wife of Rama I ) and must 
" , ,.. ,
have been a cawfaa like her son who was a cawfaa. 
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(41 )  There are no cawfaa other than these seven prescribed 
classese. 
Persons suitable to be cawfaa, and who have been during 
three hundred years, have been princes in these seven groups
only . Besides these the children of a king who are born to 
, ,  V A ,
any phrasanom (minor wife) can never be ca·wfaa. 
,.. ,
There are three levels of rank for cawfaa . In the first 
level are cawfaa siblings , uncles and· aunts [ of the king] o 
,.. . ,
If these cawfaa are separated according to the law of 
sagdinaa (dignity and honor )' ,  one will see that cawfaa who 
are yo·unger brothers [ of the king] are the first kind . For 
cawfaa who are uncles and aunts of the king the sagdinaa is 
. . ,..
not prescribed, but they seem to ha ve greater honor than caw-
,
faa who are younger brothers beca·use the tradition observed 
in that law was according to age , not to closeness of rela­
tionship.  · Except for the dignities used at the present time, 
the old law has not been altered at all . Since there is no 
prescription in the law [ for uncles and a·unts] they are given
the same [ dignities] as cawfaa who are younger brothers so 
they must be included in the first levele. 
ca·wfaa children [of the king] are next lower in dignity. 
The sagdinaa of [ cawfaa] children of the king is a little 
less so they are considered a lower level. 
cawfaa grandchildren [of the king] are in the lowest 
level because [when] they are appointed to krom they 
are the same as the ·us·ual krom princes [ i. e . e, phra9 Ol}Caw] • 
By tradition cawfaa such as grandchildren are in the low-
est level because ev·en ·when appointed to a krom they only have 
rank equal to phra9 ol}caw with krom titles. But the popular
approval and respect of the people goes according to the times, 
to closeness of relationship [ to the king] , and the p·urity of 
" 
the mothe r [ e' s blood] in the royal far,1ily . So we have had caw-
faa continuously up to the present timee. 
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This agrees with opinions of King phrabaad somded 
, 
,..phracoomklawh(Rama IV). 
The story of cawfaa which has been given here is sup­
ported with examples in every case, and also it agrees with 
what King phrabaad somded phracoomklaw wrote in the procla­
mation of a top�knoth·hceremonyh. This proclamation was writ-
. , ' ., ' ' , , , , ., ' ,ten by King phrabaad somded paramintharamahaamorJk·ud phra-
.coomklaw (Rama IV) , datedhThursday, the eleventh day of the 
waxing moon, second lunar monthh, Year of the Ox, seventh 
year of the ten year cycle, C .  s. 1227 , being the 28th day 
of December, B .  E .  2408 [A .  D .  1865]h. It was published in 
the periodical Bangkok Recorder, no . 1, p .  209 , Tuesday , ·
the fifteenth day of the ·waning moon, second lunar month , 
Year of the Ox, the seventh year of the ten year cycle , 
[C . S . ]  .1227, being the 17th day
17 of January , A .  D. 1866,h. 
[ and] p .  221 , Wednesday, the fifteenth day of the waxing 
moon, third l·unar month, the 31st day of Jan·uary, and in 
no •h.2, p .  1, [ Thursday, the fifteenth day of the waxing 
· 18moon, fourth lunar month] ,  the 1st day of March . 
It was published in wachirajaan wiseed from Thursday, 
the eighth day of the waning moon, twelfth lunar month, 
Year of the Dog, the eighth year of the ten year cycle, 
C .  S .  1248 [A. D .  1886]h, no . 2,  pp . 38, 46, 54, 62, 71, 78, 
81, 93, tohp .  102, on Sunday, the eighth day of the waning 
moon, second lunar monthh. It was published in Dr . Bradley ' s  
19Bangkok Rec-order · 1227. -in [ C .  s. ]  
,.. ,
End of the story of cawfaah. 
(42) Five kinds of phra9 orJcawh. 
Here we shall discuss in order the royal sons and da·ug­
hters of the king who, in the Palatine La·w, are called phra-
, ,..
yawwaraad, and other members of the royal family who have. 
lower s·tatush. 
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(43 )  1. The king ' s  children. 
, ' V
All children of the king · born to phrasanom (minor
wives), or those who are kno·wn as cawcoommaandaa (minor
wife who has borne a child), have th·e same rank. They
, ,.
are called one kind of phra9 oIJcawe. 
(44 ) 2. Children of the krom phraraadch�waIJ bowoon 
sa thaan moQkhon faajnaa ( dep·uty king) • 
Formerly, during the A·eyuthia ·eperiod, the sons and 
, ,. ,
da·ughters of krom phraraadchawaIJ were not always the samee. 
, ,. . ' " 
Some were phra9 oIJcaw and some were momcaw. Later on dur-
iod, the king, recogn.izing that theing the Bangkok per·
, " ,
krom phraraadchawa9 had fought many battles, allowed all 
[ of his children] to be phra9 09caw� Since then they have 
. . , " 
together become another group of phra9 oIJcaw. 
(45 )  3 .  Children of the krom phraraadchawa9 bowoon sa­
thaan ph1m·ug faajla9 (subdeput·y king). 
. . . , ,. , ..,
Sons and daughters of the krom phraraadchawa9laIJ born 
. , ,. .
to a recognized wife are another kind of phra9 ogcaw. 
(46 ) 4 .  Children of cawfaa, and princes with krom titles 
, ,..
born of phra9 09caw mothers. 
Sons and daughter·s of cawfaa, krom prince·s,  and phra­
? 09caw are also phra9 09caw it their mothers are phra? oIJcaw, 
. ,.. , . ,. .
just as the child of a cawfaa princess must always be caw-
·faa like his mother. The·se are another kind of phra? OIJcaw. 
' ",... ,
7) 5 .  momcaw promoted to phra? oIJcaw. 
who are 
(4 
momcaw 
. ,
children of krom princes or of phra-
senior or who have many official duties ·? 09cawewho are 
can b·e raised to phra? o9caw witho·ut limit, just as the 
,... " ,
children of the wa9naa raised to cawfaae. But children
. 
are 
. " 
of krom princes
raised. 
or phra? oIJcaw in the palace of the waIJnaa 
. .,
Only children of krom princes and phra-are never 
9 09caw in the royal palace--children of the king- -are so 
raise·d .  
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(48 )  Classes of phra9 or:icaw are distinguished by prefatory 
titles . 
, ,..
Thus there are five- kinds of phra9 09caw altogether.
. ., ,..But these five kinds of phra9 09caw areh·hnot of the same classh. 
.The classes are ·very different from one anotherh. The decreed 
differences in class are indicated by a prefatory titleh. 
There are many kinds of prefatory titles, and dignities are 
higher or lower according to these prefatory titles. They
, ,.
also serve to identify the class to which these phra9 orJcaw 
belongh. 
(49) 1. phracaw borom 9 ajjakaath e e. 
phracawbo·rom 9 ajjakaathe echaaj and phracaw borom 9 ajj1-
·kaathe ejlrJ ·are the grandfather and grandmother [ respectively] 
of the king. The word the e  means than, that is, phracaw puu 
. .,.. , ,.. ,.. ,.. 20 .than and phracaw jaa than. It is always interpreted this 
way. This than refers to the reigning king only o · · ·
, ,.. ,(50) 2. phracaw borommawo9. 
, ,.. . ,
phracaw borommawo9the e  are the uncles and aunts of the 
king . 
(5 1 )  3. ph!ithe e, noorJthe e. 
phraca·w ph!ijaath e echaaj ( older brother) ,  phracaw phfi­
· .naa9the ej1r:i (older sister) , phracaw nDOIJjaathe echaaj " (young-
. .. , ,.. . , 'I(er brother) , phracaw noor:inaar:ith e ejirJ (younger sister) of the 
king. 
Royalty of these three levels have equal dignitiesh. Be­
fore holding a krom title they have 7, 000; when they receive .
a krom title they have 15, 000. 
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, ,.. . , 
(5 2 )  4 .  1uugthe e (r·oyal children) . 
phracaw lu\�the echaaj (son) , phracaw luugth e ejlIJ (daughter) 
·of the king. 
,. , ,
(5 3 ) 5 .  raadchaworawogthehe. , .,.. ,.. , ,
phracaw raadcha·worawoIJth e e ,  both male and female, was 
a rank initiated in the reign of King phrabaad.somded phra­
coomklaw (Rama IV) because the king , being aware that when 
.
,
he ascended the throne the sons and daughters of King phra-
baad somded phranar:) kla·w (Rama III ) who had previously been 
luugthhe e  (royal childr·en) ,  wo·uld have to be reduced to laan­
the e  (royal nephews and nieces ) with the same dignity as 
phra9 oIJcaw children of the war:inaa , thought it inappropriate , 
so he made them phracaw raadchaworawoIJ the e ,  with dignities 
equal to those of his own children. Before holding a krom 
office they would have 6 , 000 and after receiving a krom 
title they would have 15 , 000 , both these and his own child­
ren being equal to the first three levels menthioned above. 
(54) All these five categories are phra9 oIJcaw, first class. 
, ,. . . 
All these five categories of phra9 oIJcaw are sons and 
da·ughters of kings. Being elevated as ·a group apart all 
five categories are consideredhphra9 0IJCaw ,  first class. 
(55 )  1. woraWOIJthha e ,  first class. 
This group [is comprised of] the sons and daughters of 
the krom phraraadchawa9 (deputy king) in the reign of phra­
baad somded phraphudthaj5odfaa culaaloog (Rama I). 
phracaw worawoIJ th e e ,  
Th.ey 
are 
. . .
first class. 
,
(56) 2 .  worawoIJth e a ,  second class.h. , ,. ,
Sons and daughters of the krom phraraadchawaIJ in the 
·reign of phrabaad somded phraphudthalehadlaa naphaalaj (Rama 
, ,.. . , .
II ) are phracaw worawo9thhe a ,  second class. 
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(5 7 )  3 . woraWOQthe e ,  third c las s . 
, ,... ,
Sons and daughters of the krom phraraadchawaD in the· 
reign of King phrabaad somded phranaDklaw ( Rama III ) are 
phracaw worawogthe e ;  third clas s .  
(58 )  4 .  worawogthe e ,  fourth clases .  
Sons and daughters  of somded phrapinklaw (the second 
king ) e, in the reign of King phrabaad somded phrac oomklaw 
(Rama IV) , who are older than thee. present king , are phra-
" ,
caw worawogth e e ,  fourth clas s .  
(5 9) 5. boworaWODthe e ,  first clas s .  
V ' , '· ,...
S ons and da·ughters of somded phrapinklaw who are 
, " . ,
younger than the pre s ent king are phracaw b oworawogth e e ,  
first c las s e. 
,
(60) 6 .  b oworawoDthe e ,  second c las s .  
Sons and da·ughters  of the krom phraraadchawaD2 1  in 
, " , .
the present reign are phracaw b oworawoD the e ,  sec ond c las s .  
. 
, A V 22(61 ) 7 .  phra9 oDcaw laanthe e .  
, ,... ., . . , ,... , ,...
phracaw laanthe e  phra9 ODCaw whoe· are phra9 OD caw beca·use 
' " 
[ of the rank] of their mothers or who were  momcaw and raised 
. .  
, ,... , .,._  V
to phra9 oDcaw are b oth phracaw laanthe e .  
(62 ) All these  seven categories are phra9 oD caw, second clas s .  
All these  s even groups of phra9 ogcaw hav·e equal dignities 
·of 4 ,  000 before appointment to a krom and 11,  000 after ap­
p ointment to a krom .  
, ' ,( 63 )  1 .  phrapraphanthaWODthe e .  
, " . ' ,...
phra9 oDcaw who are s ons and daughters of krommyyn maad-
taj aaph1thag, the grandfather of the present king ' s  mothei ,  
. , ' ,
are phrapraphanthawogthe e  because they are related to the 
king through both parentse. 
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,
(64 )  2. phrawo9th8 8. 
, ,..
phra9 09caw who are the grandchildren of a previous king 
, . ,..
and are phra9 oDcaw because of their mother[' s rank] , or were
' ,.. . . , " ,momcaw and raised t o  phra9 09caw, are all phra·woDthe e. 
(65 )  3 .  phrasamphanthawogthe e. 
The phra9 09caw [children] of the krom phraraadchawa9la9 
(sub -deputy king) and of the cawfaa son of the older sister 
of phrabaad somded phraphudthaj·oodfaa (Rama I) are phrasam-
, . .
phanthawoDthe e. 
(66) All these three categories are phra9 09caw, third class. 
, ,..
When phra9 09caw of these three categories were still 
momcaw they had dignities of only 1 , 5 00,  but when they became 
phra9 ·oDcaw the law provides no posit ion which wo ·uld clearly 
indicate ·the amount of their dignity. It seems that in olden 
days they were treated as royal grandchildren. But the prac-
tice of the present reign has been that if they are 
,
phra9 09 -
caw their dignity remains at 1 , 5 00 or the dignity is not men­
tioned at all. Allowing a dignity of 1,5 00 does not seem 
correct. But when they are appointed to a krom they will get 
,.. .
11, 000 , the same as princes of the wa9naa and the royal grand� 
children of all seven categories mentioned · earlier, which 
would be quite correct. phra9 09caw of these categories , con­
sidered separately from those of the waDnaa, are third class. 
But after being appointed to a krom they can be considered as 
,..
belonging to the same category as those of the waDnaa. 
(67) The prefatory titles are not regulated f or number but 
vary according to the reign. 
Altogether at present thereh·hare fifteen prefatory titles 
, ,..
for the three classes of phra9 ogcawh. In the future if king 
after king succeeds to the throne in this dynasty the number 
of prefatory titles in each class will increase by one or two 
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,.. ,
in each reign. For cawfaa the usage should be according to 
the order in the royal family, like phra9 oDcaw, adding only 
V ' V , ,the title somded in front. For example, somded phraborom 
, . ,._ , V ' , A . , . A ,9 ajjakaathe e  cawfaa, somded phracaw borommawoDthe e  cawfaa, 
and so on in th.is way. 
(68) The meaning of the prefatory titlesh. 
The prefatory titles for princes  which have direct 
meanings like 9 ajjakaathe e  (king ' s  grandfather), phfijaa­
the e  (king 's older brother), nooDjaath e e· (king 's yo·unger 
brother), 1·G.ugjaath ee  (king ' s  sons),  and laanthe e  (king I s 
grandson) ar·e old. They indicate real kinship to the king. 
, " , ,
But the words like borommawoDthe e, raadchaworawoDthe e, 
, , ' ., V
worawoDthe e, boworawoDthee, praphanthawoDth e e, and samphan-
thawoDthe e  do not have any specific meaning . They are only 
honorific terms for the senior family lineages, the lesser 
lines, and the related line s. These terms are new [and are 
used] becaus e the words with direct meanings like ca·wpaa­
the e  (king 's older paternal almt), phracaw luDthe e (king '� 
older uncle) are not euphonioush. So the term boromma·woD­
the e  is us ed. 
( 69) As for raadchawoDthe e ,  it would be incorrect to call 
V V
them laanthe e  because their dignity is greater than laanthe e. 
It is difficult to call them by a term indicating direct [re-
lation to the king] so they are called in this way. 
, ,(70) Regarding the group of worawoDthe e  and boworawoDthee, 
they ha·ve the same dignity as laanthe e  but they cannot be 
V . , ,
called laanthe e  because all four levels of the phraworawoD -
the e  are . of senior lineage s. To refer · to them all collec­
tively as cawnaaj (royal family) of the king would be in­
correct--inappropriate for the vario·us gro·ups--so another 
term is used . It is the same with praphanthawo9the e  and 
V ,
samphanthawoDth e e. 
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(71) The various terms spoken of here are [ chosen] for their 
euphony, honor and appropriateness to the rank. B·ut one m·ust 
understand that when the appellation phra9 • • • the e is used it 
,
refers to the phra9 • • •  of a particular king. For example, 
sons and da·ughters of the wagnaa (deputy king) cannot be call-
, A A A ·
ed phracaw luugth e e  wagnaa. People who called them thus, as 
·has happened in the past,· committed an offence every time. 
Later, when I was recei·ving petitions, I met with two or three 
, A A A
petitioners who called [ these princes ] phracaw lu·ugth e e  waIJnaa 
and had to be punished. 'Ihis corresponds to ·the ·tradition of 
giving the date of an era. One m·us t also use the year of the 
reign of the particular king. 
(72 ) Prefatory titles granted to special royalty. 
There is another special kind of prefatory title which 
originated in the pre.sent reign . krom somded phrasudaa rad-
l
.
' , A , ' ,. . A ' . '-. ,
tanaraadch.aprajum is the sister of krommyyn maadtajaaphithag, 
my grandfather on _my mother' s side, and she is· considered- my
maternal great-aunt . From the point of view of the royal 
family of King phrabaad somded phracoomklaw (Rama IV) she is 
a phracaw raadchaworawoIJtha a, but this ·1ady took care of me 
from the tiin·e when I was very yo·ung until I grew up, j·ust as 
if she were my mother. So I allowed her to be called phra? aj-
,
j1kaathea according to my mother's line. As for kromphra9 
pawareed warljaalOIJkoon, if one considers it, he is a phra­
caw wora�oIJ the e, second class, b ·ut he ordained me [ as a monk] 
, A 
.and taught me a great deal, so I allowed him to be a phracaw 
borommawoI)thea, as if he were my yo;unger uncle. These are 
the only two unusual cases. 
' " 
( 73 )  momcawh. 
; A
The n·ext rank down from phra? oIJ caw are the sons and 
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' ' " , . .., . 
da·ughters of krom phraraadchawarJlarJ (sub.:.deputy king) who 
were not born of recognized wives, and the sons and da lghters 
" , , " , "
of cawfaa and phra9 orJ caw whose mothers are not phra9 orJcaw. 
·all these m·ust be momcaw and have a dignity of 1,500. 
' " , ' V
momraadchawog, momluag and the transition to commoners. 
. . ' " . ' " ,
Children of momcaw are momraadchaWOIJ with a dignity of 
of momraadchawor.1 are momluar.1 with a dignity 
.of 400. After that [ their children] are commoners according 
to tradition. 
' V 
,._(74 ) ,'momraadchawo9 and momluaIJ, when connected with the 
raadchan1kuun (lesser royal fine), are simply called 
' 
mom as another special designation. 
. ' A , ' V
There are momraadchaworJ and momlua9 who, having acq•uired 
. .
a rank which attaches them to royalty, are called raadchani-
kuun . This is an old name for the stat·us of officials who 
rode the four chaar.1khaaj [ elephants] , 23 with a dignity of 
, . , . ' A ] 23 , V1, 000, or the chaa9khamplaaJchyag [ elephants , maakhloorJ 
·[ horse] , 23 or krabyy [ b·uffalo] , 23 with a dignity of 800. 
The tradition of the olden days involved a full complement 
to accompany the king into battle, but later all these posi­
tions were not filled. There were only one or two and they 
were not called caw (lord, prince) in the government. They
were changed to mom like mom krataaj raachoothaj and mom 
theewaath1raad, who are still living. However, outsiders 
still call them caw taaj and caw theewanyrJ. But there are 
some who have become khUilllaarJ (nobles) completely. 
' " ,
(75 ) Those from momraadchawor.1 down dress and wait on the 
the king like nobles, not like royalty; those from 
momcaw up like royalty. 
Those from momraadchaWOrJ down, when attending the king
in olden days, had to· wear sompag (a kind of printed material) 
like the nobles, but each a different kind. They wore a white 
sash, not a colored one, and they could not wear clothes of 
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varied designs and many colors like those who had tr·uly ·
' "
royal rank. In the royal family those from momc� ·up co·uld 
dress in any manner when attending the king without offence . 
End of ranks in the royal family. 
(76) Titles c onferred on princes by the king . 
Here we shall talk abo·ut the positions which the king
can confer, according to his favor, on members of the royal 
" , , ,.. , · ,.
family,  whether cawfaa, phra9 oQcaw or momcaw. There are 
seven classesh. 
" , " ,
1. waQnaa. The first one is the krom phraraadchawaQ 
bowoon sathaan mOQkhOn faajnaa. Sometimes there was one,
·sometimes two. If therehwas ·only one he ·was usually called 
, " , ,
krom phraraadchawaQ. If there were two one was called phra-
banthuunjaj (senior phra . • •  ) and the other phrabanthuunnooj 
(junior phra • • •  ) .  They were called phrabanthuun because an 
,
order from either one was called a phrabanthuun and they 
were both referred to [ by this term] because they had the 
rank of waQnaa (deputy king) . 
Q. 
sathaan phimug faajlaQ. Sometimes there wa·s one, sometimes 
two.h· However , as 
1
it happens, [ only] one was called krom 
( 77) 2. waQla· The second was krom phraraadchawaQ bowoon 
, " ,
phraraadchawarJh. It is not known what the other was called 
. , " 
though he had the same rank and power as the krom phraraad-
chawaQlaQ. This happened only once, unlike the waQnaa, ·of 
. 
, ,-. _, V
which there were two more often. The krom phraraadchawaQlaQ
was also called either phrabanchaa or phrabanthuun. 
Class 3. krom somded phra9
24 
Class 4. kromphra9 . 
V
Class 5 .  kromluarJ 
· V
Class 6. kromkhun
' .
Class 7. krornrnyyn 
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(78)  The name of a krom prince is the name of the krom group 
under him which is the same as the name of the krom ad­
ministrator. 
When a prince is appointed to a krom, which is called
' 
taaI)krom, people call him by the name of the krom . They do 
not use the prince's original name. They simply call him by 
the name of the krom, just as today we say krommyyn nareed­
.raadchaworarid. Why is he called that way" The Thai them­
se·lves hardly understand the reason that princes are refer­
red to in this way--by the same name as that of their own 
cawkrom (administrator ) .  For example, in the case of krom 
, .  ,. ,. . ' , ,. ,. , , ,.nareed, his cawkrom is also myyn na�eedraadchaworarid . The 
Thai who are c·onfused by thish· just aren't· interested enough 
to read and think. It is a very simple thing to understand. 
( 7 9 )  In old books there is evidence that the name is really 
the name of the group. 
In the books which were written in olden days there 
, ,. ,. ' 
were phra? oI)caw so-and-so who had cawkrom who were myyn so-
. . , ,.
and-so. That is, the original name of the phra9 oI)caw was 
still used . But when the king saw that that prince was im­
portant, had wisdom enough to be in charge of many people, 
and had a large group of freemen (khaathaj ) , he established 
those freemen who were the masters (naaj ) of the gro·ups of 
serfs (baawphrajh) as a krom, with a cawkrom (administrator) , 
paladkrom (deputy administrator) ,  and samubanchii (control­
er)h� just like the cawkrom and paladkrom of all the phraj­
l�aD (royal serfs) . h24a 
(80)  Because of self-consciousness and the liking for long 
names, names have been de·veloped especially for princes o
' 
The name by which such-and-such a krommyyn is called 
is the name of the naaj (master, overseer) who is the myyTI.
of that gro·up under the charge of that prince. For example, 
, ,. , ,. . '· ' ,. ,.
krom nareed was originally named phra? oDcaw kr1dsadaaph1n1-
. .v . .
h.aan, b·ut the head of his servants, who is the cawkrom is 
• • 
� 
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myyn nareedraadchaworarid. When using [ the prince ' s] whole 
. . , A '. ' . ( '- V  '
name one sho·uld say phra9 orJcaw kridsadaaphinihaan kromrnyyn 
, " " , , ,. . . . . .
nareedraadchaworarid. Traditionally 'Ihai are likely to be 
·self-conscious about their old names because their old names 
are, for the most part, simple Thai names. For example,
V V ( A ' '-. ,
kromluarJ woIJsaath1raadsan1d was named nuam, and kromphra9 
" . . . .
theeweed was named klaaIJ. These names are 'Ihai words and 
are likely to be the same as a retainer's or anybody else ' s, 
and the Thai like long, beautiful names o If somebody calls 
[ a  prince] by his old name he will appear impolite, and it 
will sometimes anger the prince as an insult. So one simply
.
·uses the name of his cawkrom, thus, najkrom ( of the krom) of 
.myyn so-and-so, or najkrom of khun so-and-so. 
(81 ) The name of the waI)naa (deputy king) is the name of · [his]
palace and it is the same with the waglag (sub-deputy 
king)_. 
If the word krom and the word mYYP are said as separate 
words, without ma in the middle25 it will be understood, just 
as najkrom [ as in najkrom] phraraadchawarJ bowoon, thathis,·h
,_ . ' V
the palace of the waIJnaa is called wag bowoon sathaan morJkhon. 
[ If] you add najkrom in front, that krom means muu (group) o 
najkrom, i. e . ,  the group, is then najmuu (of the group) phra­
raadchawag bowoon sathaan moQkhon, [ or] the najmuu phraraad­
chawaIJ bowoon sathaan phim·ug ; who do not have cawkrom (admin­
istrators) . In these two krom they are called by the name 
• A V
of their palaces instead because the wagnaa and the warJlarJ 
.
have the authority to confer titles of nobility in their · krom, 
so they are simply called by the name of their palaces as an 
approximation-�najkrom of such-and-such palace . It is the 
same ·with all royalty. 'Ihe houses of all of them are called 
waIJ. 'Ihere are also some senior princes whose houses are not 
called the waIJ of this or that prince . Like the house of 
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thanklaaI) [ affectionate term for the yolmge r  full brother 
of ·Rama V, somded cawfaa caturon] which i s  s omet ime s called 
.waI)faagkhaar;inoori (palace acros s the rive r ) e. It is  also call­
ed th·e ' 01·d Pals.ce ' ,  acc ording to its  location,  as it was the 
palace of the King of 'Ihonbur i ,  and the name Old Palace is  
als o  ·used in official busine s s o This is  a well-known palace , 
.., ' , ' ' ' 
like the palace where s omded kromphra9 [bamraab poorapag] 
. .live s now ,  which was originally two palace s  •e kromluaI)e theeb 
lived in one and krom sag in the other . 26 The palace of kr.om- · 
luar;i theeb was called waI)noog ( Outer  Palace ) ;  the palace of 
krom sag· was called waI)klaaIJ ( Middle Palac e ) e. Now the two 
are c ombined and called war;inoog. The palace of King phranaI) ­
klaw (Rama III ) e, which i s  now cidcare en House ,  was called 
waI)laaI) ( S outh Palace ) .  
(82 ) Us ing the name of the palace instead [·of the princee' s  
' 
name] i s  the same as ·us ing the name of a tamnag instead 
of that of a princ e .  
There are s till a number of places  which are palaces  
' 
[but] are called tam.nag . If it is  a house where a princ e 
lives b·ut i s  not s ·urrounded b y  wall s ,  e·specially if the 
building is  in a large area [ which i s ]  within walls ,  it i s  
' 
called a tamnag , and it has s tatus eq·ual t o  a palac e ,  j ·ust 
. ' 
as the b uilding where I formerly lived is  called tamnag 
suankulaab (rose  garden ) e. 'Ille tamnag where two older sisters 
ofe King phrabaad somded ·phraph�dth�j 66dfaa culaal3og (Rama .e
· .I )  li·ved were called tam.nag khiaw (green) ande tamnag deer) 
(red ) e. The building where somded phrasiisurij eentharaamaad 
(mother of Rama IV) and somded phrasiisulaalaj (mother of· 
Rama III)  lived,  and where I formerly lived ; is called tamnag 
tyg (brick ) .  There are als o  tamnag keI) (pagoda roof ) , tam­
.nag phu·ukhaw (mountain) ,  tamnag kiaaI)e (middle ) and tamnag 
laaI) ( s outh ) , and many moreeo . They are called this  way be­
ca�s e of s omething [ distinctive] about the buildingse. Not 
only are the buildings called by the s e  names ,  the princes 
V ' 
themselve s are called the same . For example , krom s omded 
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phratheeds·udaawadii was called by e·veryone tamnag deer) ; 
krom somded s1isudaarag was called tamnag kh1aw. All.who 
' ' ,. . ' ·have tamnag call themsel·ves by the namehof their tamnag. 
, ' ' ' .
For example, phra9 OrJ suboIJkod, tho·ugh her tamnag no longer 
has a single kerJ (roof . like · a  Chinese pagoda) , · always calls 
' V
herself tamnag kerJ. Even those in the palaces also call the 
princes by the names of the palaces. This is tr·ue of the 
WaI)lUaI), (king's palace ) ,  waI)naa, WaI)larJ, and any WarJ • It.
is only that the common people unconscio·usly call them after 
the old manner. The palace of the waI)naa was in front (naa ) ,  
V
on the east side of the city; the palace of the waI)laIJ was 
at the rear (larJ ) ,  on the west side; the king ' s  palace was 
in the middle and was the main palace. So they were called 
V � V
waI)lUarJ, waI)naa, waI)laI). They were simply called as . the 
people wished beca·use they sho·uld not speak the names [ of 
the princes] alone. 
( 83 )  All the warJnaa kept their original names. 
In fact the original names of the waI)naa were retained. 
. .
For example, the first krom phraraadchawaIJ bowoon in the 
.• • , ' V ' , . , , • ,._  , ' Areign of King phrabaad somded phraph·udthaJ bodfaa culaaloog
(Rama I) was called krom phraraadchawan bow·o on mahaa sura-
--c ' " " , • ' , 'I( • . ,. ,. ,siIJhanaad because he had been cawphraJaa s·urasii phidsan·u-
. . ,. .,-. , ". , . . . .waathiraad; the krom phraraadchawaIJ in the reign of King 
phrabaad· somded phraphudthaleadlaa naphaalaj (Rama II) was 
. 
. , , . V y , , ,
krom phraraadchawaI) bowoon mahaa seenaan·urag; the krom phra-
, ,.. " 
raadchawaI) ·in the reign of King phrabaad somded phranaIJklaw
' . ,
ama III) was krom phraraadchawarJ bowoon mahaa sagphonla-
.
(R
' 
.
". , , .
seeb ; and the present krom phraraadchawarJ, also follo•wing 
the same pattern, is krom phraraadchawaI) bowoon wichajchaan. 
But for the first three waI)naa, if they had to be referred 
to while they were still living, they were simply called 
krom phraraadchawarJ, as at the present time. An exception
was King phrabaad somded phrapinklaw (Second King ·under Rama 
. . . ., , ,... ,
IV) ,  whose commands were called phraboworaraadcha9 oIJkaan. 
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The commands of the krom phraraadchawaY) bowoon sathaan morJ-
, " , . . .
k.hon are called phraraadchabanthuun ; commands of the krom 
, " , V . , " ,phraraadchawarJlarJ are phraraadchabanchaa ; commands of senior 
princes are miirabSarJproodkl·aw . All this is  to explain why 
. " . .
the name of a cawkrom is the same as the name of a princ e ,  be -
·cause [ some people] do not understand • 
.., ' ,(84 ) Traditionally krom somded phra9 m·ust have a prefatory 
titleh. 
.., ' ,
Those who are krom somded phra9 must have a title pre-
ceding the word somded . Forh·hexample, phracaw boromWOrJthe e  
krom somded phradeechaadisaon .  He cannoth· us·e the word som-
' . . . . V ' , A .
ded in front in the same way as somded phracaw boromworJth e e  
,.. , , v  . . ..,cawfaa mahaamaalaa because they are different kinds of som-
' .
dedh. 
(85 ) krom administrators, dep·uty administrators , and control­
lers have ranks according to the krom . 
' . V ' ,
krom princesh, from krom somded phra9 down to krommyyn, 
have administrators,  deputy ad�inistrators , and controllers 
according to the class of the krom . If [the prince ]  is krom 
somded phra9 , his administrator is  phrajaa , his deputy ad­
ministrator is phra9 , and his controller is luarJ. If [the 
prince ]  is kromphra9 , his administrator is  phra9 , his deputy 
administrator is luarJh, and his controller is khuno If [the 
prince ]  is kromkhun, his administrator is  khun, his deputy -
administrator and .hcontroller are myyn 
. 
. If [the prince] is  
krommyyn , his administrator, deputy administrator and con­
troller are all three myyn. All these administrators , de­
p·uty administrators ,  and controllers have established names .  
V , A 
( 86 )  . [The ranks ] from kromluarJ up are only for phra9 OrJ caw 
of the first clas s ,  except for [ someone] with very 
spec ial virt·ue s .  
· v ' ,
Princes  who have krom titles from krom somded phra9 
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down to kromluaI) are , for the most part, princes of the king ' s  
. , ,.. ,
palace who are phra9 OI)caw of the first class. Very few phra-
9 OI)ca·w of the second or· third class are appointed. In the 
reign· of King phrabaad somded phranaI)klaw (Rama III) it ap-
. . , V "' . . ( ,
pears that there was a kromluarJ seeniib·orirag , son of krom-
phraraadchawarJlarJ , who was appointed kromluarJ because he had 
fought' many warsh. In the present reign there is also krom­
phra9 pawareed warijaaloI)koon, a monk, who was appointed krom-
, . .
phra9 because he has more special qualities than other·hprinces
as mentioned earlier. There are exceptions for cawfaa who 
.are not sons of the king and several have been appointed krom­
luaI) . As for the title of kromkhun, ·which is one step lower,
. ,.. .
two or three princes ofh_the waI) naa have been appointedho Be-
' .
sides these most were only krommyyn. The only krom title 
that a prince of the third class · can be appointed to is krom­
myyn o Not even one has been appointed as high as kromkhun. 
The phra? OI) Caw of the first, second and third classes with 
. . " ' ' ' ' . .krom titles have a ca·wkrom, paladkrom, samubanchii and they 
· · · · V · V
are called by the same names as the kromluarJ, kromkhun, but 
their titles are different some other ways. For example , if 
a first class phra9 OI)caw is appointed t.o a krom, the cawkrom, 
paladkrom, samubanchii ·are also appointed to phrajaa, phra? , 
., . ., ' . , 
luaI) , k.hun and myyn accordingly, as mentioned above. If a 
second ciass phra9 oI)caw is appointed to a krom, the cawkrom,
' '  . ' ' '  .
paladkrom are appointed to myyn and the samubanchii is only
phan. If a third class phra9 orJcaw [ is appointed to a krom]h, 
the cawkrom will be mYYD and the paladkrom and samubanchii 
will b·e phan. Their dignities andh. royal stipends are dif­
ferent too. 
(87 )  Dignities of vario·us cawkrom , paladkrom, samubanchii, 
caaI)waaI) officials for :seniorh. krom princes �  
[ Under somded who are] the king ' s  ·uncles and almts,
siblings, children, grandchildren, the cawkrom has a dignity
of 800 , the paladkrom 600, and the samubanchii 5 00 or 400. 
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B·ut if [ the prince] is [ not somded] , the cawkrom has a dig­
nity of 600 , the paladkrom 5 00 , the samuban·chii L�OO or 300 . 
. . '
If the prince is a senior person he has a caar:iwaar:i tamruad 
(supervisor of the g·uard) ,  caar:iwaar:i fliphaaj (s·upervisor of 
oarsmen) ,  caar:ihwaar:i SCCIJ (supervisor of w�apons) ,  and a saa­
rawad samlan (chief clerk) .  If the prince is junior. he has 
. .  , ,  , ' ..,.,a caar:iwaa9 mahaadleg, caa9waa9 tamruad, caaQwaa9 fiiphaaj,
and some have clerks and some do not. If [ the prince] is 
only phra9 09caw he has two phtilia9 (companions ) ,  one caaQ­
waa9 and one samubanchii. If ·the phfilia:g stay on until 
the prince becomes adult and is appoi.nted to a krom, they 
too will receive an ann·ual stipend. 
( 88 ) Princes walk according to the order of their titles . 
Princes appointed to krom ranks of all levels have dig­
nities in accordance ·with their original titles which appear
in front of their names as so-and-so thee. No matter howh· 
large or small the krom may be their dignities will always
be according to their titles. Whether they have already 
been appointed to a krom or are still phra9 o:gcaw, whenever 
they all walk together, they must walk in the oider of their 
titles, high or low, and ·within a gro·up they walk according
to age . That is, if an older brother has not yet been ap­
pointed to a krom but a younger brother has been, the younger 
must still walk behind the older who does not yet have a krom,
according to [their] original [ titles] . 
(89) Gold tray as symbol of rank and cunlacohomklaw decorations. 
All phra9 or:icaw with krom titles receive a round gold tray 
as a symbol of rank. Some [other] phra9 or:icaw do and some do 
not. B·ut all first class phra9 OIJcaw receive·d it in almost 
every reign � If this is compared· to the present time, all 
, ,..
children born as phra9 or:icaw, sons of the present and former 
" " 
kings, ·were ' commanders' of the Order of �·unlacoomklaw. 
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All momcaw who have been raised by the king to phra? oQcaw,
constit·ut.ing a gro·up within the third class, also receiv·ed 
it. Few besides these have got it. Generally speaking, 
there are many other kinds of status symbols for those with 
krom rank--too many to describe--b·ut the important ones are : 
phramaalaa (a kind of hat) , khryaQ loQjaaraachaawadii (blue
enameled gold utensils) , pagkhonnog kaaraweeg (cuckoo feather 
. ·for the hat) --this can be usedhonly by princes and not by
nobles, chalOOQphra9 or:iciib9 eew (robe gathered at the waist) , 
phras�cQfa�thooQ or fagriaag (sword with sheath of gold or 
gold-copper) , woo (covere·d palanquin) , for traveling on land . 
A phra9 OQcaw can ha·ve only a saliaQ ( open palf:�nquin) . 
( 90 )  The top-knot shaving and ordination ceremonies for first 
, " A ,
class phra9 or:icaw are better than thoseh·hfor cawfaa who 
are not sons of· the king. 
There is no standard for the top-knot shaving and ordi­
nation ceremonies. Sometimes they are large, sometimes small, 
depending on the king's favor. Sometimes a phra9 or:icaw who is 
the son of the king has status almost as high as a cawfaa and 
will have a great procession for the top-knot shaving· cere­
mony and ordination ceremony. An exception is that any func­
tion which belongs to true cawfaa may not be used for phra-
9 or:icaw. 'Ihe bathing ceremony·, blue enameled betel trays, 
.dignity and rank, and things which are traditionally believed 
to be taboo are examples. The king cannot give them to a 
, A
phra9 or:icaw so they must be excepted. Judging from things 
. 
. 
,
that have· been seen, it appears that these first class phra-
9 or:icaw, both in law and in belief, are much better than a 
cawfaa who is not the son of the king, except for certain 
cawfaa who have status equal to [phra9 oncaw] children of the 
. . "' 
.king at the very most. So one can see that this kind of caw� 
faa has only a high dignityo The people definitely respect 
., A
more a phra9 or:icaw who is the son of the king o_ 
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( 91 )  The time of death and differences in the cremation 
pavilion according to rank . 
. , A
At the time of death [ a  phra� oocaw] is placed in an 
urn according as his class.is high or· ·1ow and there are sym..­
bols of rank for the corpse • . It is customary in the royal 
family, as has often·· happened , that the cremation is given 
by the king, decreasing [ in greatness]  from first to second 
and third clas ses in order .  However, there have been sev­
eral individuals who had a cremation pavilion in the middle 
of the -city--a great: affair special to the individual . For 
example,  krommYY?l maadta.Jaaph1thag and krommYY?l.hmaheesuan 
siwaw1laad . There : have · also  been some · who: got to be cremated 
in a great pavilion which was r·or a kingh· or a queen-mother. 
( 92 )  A momcaw gets a top -knot shaving ceremony, ordination 
' . 
ceremony and cremation of lower degreeh. . 
ceremonies of top-knot : shaving and or� 
dination are r·oyal functionsh. The top-knoth· shaving ceremony 
. " , , .,, ' 
is done at the phramMaapraasaad palace andh- the ordination 
at wad phrasliradt�nasaadsadaaraam (Temple: of the Emerald 
Buddha)h. He receives an annual stipend and he can attend 
When he dies he receives royal 
cremation paraphernalia from the king consisting of a coffin 
covered with white cloth at best.  
' ' ,. ,
( 93 )  A momraadchawog has no royal function and when he seeks 
an a.udi.ence with the king he must pres$nt himself ·hoffi­
cially, but he is  still considered a r�lative of the
' ,,
king. It is the same with momluagh. 
' A ,
A momraadchawog is not involved with any royal function. 
If he wa11ts ·to serve in the government he must .present him­
self officially like the children of noblesh. Even if he has 
no official position at all he will still receive a small sti­
pend because the king still must consider him.has a relative , 
For momchaw_ the 
, A
the king like a phra� ogcaw. 
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but when attending the king he must stay on the same side as
' "the royal pages, not on the side for royalty like momcaw . 
momluaIJ are similar to momraadchaWOIJho 
(94) 'Ihe tradition of walking in order or rank. 
If we compare the ranks according to the order of pre­
cedence in walking according to dignities and according to 
ancient traditions which have been handed down, they are as 
follows : 
1st place - phrabanthuunjaj, rank of krom phraraadchawag 
bowoon sathaa:n mor:ikhon faajnaa (deputy king)ho 
2nd place - phrabanthuunnooj, rank of krom phraraadchawar:i 
bowoon sathaan mor:ikhon faajnaa ( deput·y king ) .  
, . . ' ., ,... , ' 
3rd place - phrabanchaa, rank of krom phraraadchawa9 faaj� 
larJ (sub-deputy king) .  
4th place - somded phraborom9 ajjakaathe e  cawfaa (great
uncles) .  
.,, ' , ,.,. , ,.. ,
5th place - somded phracaw borommawoQthe e cawfaa l-1ncles) .  
.,, ,. , ;.... ,.., " ,,
( .
. (6th place · - somded phracaw phiijaathe e  cawfaa older brothers ) .  
.,, ,. , ,..,
7th place - somded phracaw noogjaathe e  cawfaa (younger bro-
thers).  
.,, ' , " " " ,8th place - somded phracaw luugth ee  cawfaa (sons ) .. 
·The [ last] five are sons of a king by a princess.
9th place - phraborom9 ajjakaathe e  phra9 oIJcaw (great uncles) o 
.l,Oth place- phracawhborommaWOrJth e e  phra9 OIJCaw (uncles) . 
·11th place- phracaw ph!ijaath e e  phra9 ogcaw ('older brothers) .  
.
12th place- phracaw noofjjaath e e  phra9 ogcaw (younger brothers)ho 
13th place- phracaw luugthe e  phra9 OIJCaw ('children) .  
14th place- phracaw ra·adchaworawoQthe e· phra9 OIJca·w (nephews) .  
'Ihe [ last] six ar·e sons of a king by minor wives o 
These two groups walk in order of age. 
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, . , " . 
V '  ' "  V • ,"15 th place - s omded  phracaw laanthe e , e- that i s ,  cawfaa who 
are grandchil.dren of a king or child.ren of a
" 
wa!Jnaa. 
, ,,.. , , " 
16th place - phracaw worawo:r:ithe e ,  Class 1 ,  phra9 O!Jcaw 0 
, "' ,
17th place - ,:ehracaw worawo:r:ithe e ,  Class 2 ,  phra9 O!J C a:w • 
- , ,.., , , ,..,18th place ,:ehracaw ·woraWO!J the 8 ,  Class 3 , phra9 or.i caw o 
, ,., , , ,...
19th place :ehracaw woraWO!J th8 8 ,  Clas s 4 , phra9 o:r:icaw o 
, ,.., , , . " 20th place - ]2hracaw b oworaWO!Jth8 e ,  Clas s 1 ,  phra9 o:r:icaw .  
, ,.. , , ,...
21st place - ]2hracaw b oworawo!Jth e 8 ,  Class  2 ,  ]2hra9 o:r:icaw .  
These  s ix are children of [ various] WaQnaaeo 
., A V , ,-.
22nd place - phracaw laanth 8 8 who are phra9 o:t)caw and grand-
·es ons or the reigning king . 
, ' , , ,..23rd place - ]2hrapraphanthaw0Qthe e  phra9 oQcaw, s on ( s )  of 
kromroYYP maadtajaaphithag who i's the [ present] 
king ' s  grandfather on his mother ' s  s ide . 
24th place - ]2hraWOQth 8 8  phra9 0QCaw,
of phra9 o!Jcaw , 
who mbmcaw 
who have been 
of· are s ons 
krom princes ,  or 
, ,...
promoted t o  phra9 oQcaw. 
, v  , . , " 
25 th place - phrasamphanthawoQthe e  phra9 oQcaw,  who are grand-.
s ons of the two older s isters of phrabaad somded 
phraphudthajSodfaa culaaloog ( Rama I ) e. 
26th place - mbmca·w [ walk] . acc ording to· the order ofe· their 
fa the.r s e' titles as above . 
( 93 )  Tilese trad itions are known to all but s ometimes there 
•are conc es sion.se. 
What has been explained here are things which are proper 
or traditional and known t o  everyone--the manner of walkinge. 
But s ometimes a first class cawfaa is  willing to walk behind 
another of the same c la s s  who ·i s  his older relative in orde r  
t o  show respect and submissivene s s ,  but the one who walks 
ahead d oes  s o  unwillingly. When it c omes t o  ac tual s tat1.1s 
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it must be in the order given . A concession given to another 
is only an outward thing. But to mix up the order ,  s·uch as 
those of the first class walking after those of the second 
and third classes is never allo·wede. 
,.. , , ,..
9 can( 6 )  cawfaa and phra? oncaw princesses be [appointed to] 
kr'om at all levels . 
" , , " 
cawfaa and phra9 oDcaw princesses can be appointed to 
V ' ,krom at· all levels. Ther·e have been krom somded phra? , krom-
, V V . ' . .
phra9 , kromluaQ , kromkhun, and krommyyn--at every level-- ,  
b·ut only rarely and only a few of them. There have not been 
as many as the krom princeso Princesses of the waQnaa, other 
cawfaa, or daughters of krom princes, have never been· appoint­
ed· to krom. The order of titles and various traditions are 
the same as those of the princes. 
End of the traditions of order and rank 
in the royal family, but now I shall speak about 
, ' , , V '( .women who have dignities, from phra9 agkhramahees11
(chief queen) to naaDhaam (minor wives) of krome . 
princese. 
(97 )  The rank of a woman depends on her· father[ ' s  rank] so 
it is very difficult to stipulate. 
Regarding women, it is very difficult to say exactly what 
their rank is beca·use in our country a woman's ran.k is seldom 
figured according to her husband [ 's rank]e. It is usually fig­
ured according to the rank of her father, so it is very diffi­
cult to establish . Even the wives of the king are called by 
vario·us titlese. There is no regulation as to what kind or to 
what extent . For over 5 00 years, since the founding of Ayuthia 
we ha·ve never heard of a single instapce of the formal instal­
lation of a queen of any kind. There has only been the men­
tion of the names of queens in books. And when they were made 
queens is not knowneo It is only that whenever [people wished 
to] call them so, they dide. It does not appear that there was 
a single instance of an installation ceremony. 
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Three clashses  are stipulated in the Palatine Law. 
They are called by several terms in the Palatine Law'· 
three of which appear to be old and to indicate three classes. 
v. .,1 Class 1 was ca11 d hh , hv. e p rama ees11. 
2. Clashs 2 was called phra9 agkhrachaajaa and had rank 
., , .., 'I( •similar to phramaheeSll o 
. ,.. . ·, ,..
3. Class 3 was called mccjuacawmyaD and had rank a 
little lower, but the.reh. were als o  times when mcc-
.' ,..Juaca·wmya9 was raised to Class  2.  
(98) Sons of all three were cawfaa of the same class. 
. .., ' ,..
The children of all three classes were somded lu·ugth e e .  
Later on there ·was also  a 9 agkhramaheeslijaj ( senior ·chief 
queen), a raadchamahehesiikhwaa (queen of the right), a phra­
mahehesiisaaj· (queen of the left), and phraraadchatheewii. · 
.. . . , ,
But sometimes there ·was only one, sometimes called phrama-
heesli, sometimes called phra9 agkhrachaajaa, sometimes call­
ed phraraadchatheewii. 
maheesli were called by several terms, any of which could 
be high because they were not [formally] established. 
They can be considered as ' queens' because they were 
the wives of the king, but there were many. 
It is  not known which was higher than another, which 
was the true rank, because there is not a single engraved 
, ' , , .., 'I( .g old tablet establishing a phra9 agkhramahees11 .  They can-
not exactly be compared with ' queensh' of foreign countries , 
but neither can they be compared to anything other than 
1 q·ueens 1 , because the regard the Thai have [for them] , 
understood by all commoners, is as the mialuaD (chief wife) 
of the king, but there is no  limit to the numberoh27 
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( 99 )  An example of a king having as many as eight phramaheesii . 
In the chronicle written by cawfaa 9 uthlllnphoon kromkhune. 
phoonphinid who was the thirty-second king· of Ayuthia, it is· 
mentioned that somded phraraamaathibeed praasaadthooD , his 
, . , ,. .., 'I( ,great-grandfather, had eight phramaheesii , and all e ight had 
,.. ,
sons and da·ughters who were ca·wfaa . It is not clear whether 
they were all phramahees1i, or· whether some were phraraadcha­
theewii and some phra9 agkhrachaajaa . But it is said th.at he 
had eight phramaheeslie. and that all eight of them were - sisters. 
Their names or ·what they were called does not appear. People
regard them all as equal. 
(100) Later on it was different, there being four [queens]e, 
the principal one being called phrasawwanii, like phra­
b an th·uune. 
Later on kings each had one , two , three or four [ queens]e, 
but which was which is not clearly stipulated .  It was j ·ust 
that whenever their names were mentioned the person referring 
to them called them whatever he wished which sounded  pleasing. 
When one of them was senior [ in fa·vor , importance] everyone 
was likely to call her phrasawwanii. The ·word phrasawwanii 
is like £hrabanthuun (i . e . , i command ' ) e. It was assumed that 
she was 9 agkhramahees1i (chief queen)e. 
(101) It seems that in earlier days phramaheesli appeared in 
public rather than living cloistered in the palacee. When 
the custom of appearing in public was stopped mah;esli 
were not appointed . There are various examples to be 
seen; when there was a reason their names have appeared .  
In stories in ancient books it seems that phramaheesli 
Later phramaheesii often appeared in public . 
on all occasions because there arose 
. .
were secl·uded 
a custom for women to 
be cloistered .  Those in the Inner Palace (women ' s  quarters)
could not go outside and those from the outside could not go 
into the Inner Palace. But before that, when a king appea. red 
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phramahees11 and phrasanom accompanied him to the a·udience 
hall. It seems to be like this in Burma today, as I have 
read in a book by an Englishman in which he says that when 
,
one goes to an audience with the King of Burma there are phra-
maheesli and phrasanom present too. But in our country women 
have not been present for a very long timeh. It is not known 
why they didn ' t  appear or when they stopped coming out. It 
seems that because women didn't come out to receive guests 
they went into seclusion . 
(102 ) A phramahe es li ·who ap:peared one e ·was s urij oothaj • 
Searching through the chronicles, at the beginning there 
is no mention of any phramaheesli until we learn the name phra­
surljoothaj, the phramaheesli of phramahaacagkraphad . At first 
her name does not appear ; nor any mention of her. Later on she 
died, clothed as a king, having accompanied her husband into 
battle. Ap enemy elephant was pursuing her husband so she 
drove her elephant out to meet the enemy elephant, helping 
her husband's elephant to escape. The enemy slew her right on 
the elephant's neckh. For this reason she is mentioned in this 
one story. 
(103 )  Another time, kromluaD joothaathlb and [kromluaDh]
. .A , . .
joothaatheeb in the reign of King phedraachaa were not 
installed; they must have remained kromluaD as before. 
, , V ' '
At another time King phramahaaburud, who was not of the 
royal family, usurped the kingdom and became king for one reign . 
He chose his original ·wife as phramaheesliklaaD, the yo·unger 
sister of the former king as maheeslikhwaa, and the daughter 
.of the former king as maheeslisaaj • These two princesses had 
already been appointed kromluaD when their older brother and 
father was still alive. While they are considered as phra­
maheesli it does not seem that there was any change in their 
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V
rank at all.. They m·ust have been called kromluarJ as before. 
It was only that the king used the term allowing them to be 
maheesii [ and so] everyone considered them to be maheesii. 
(104) For several reigns after that there were many cawfaa 
in each reign, but it does not appear that anything else was 
" , ,
said . It was only said that this or that cawfaa or phra9 orJ -
, ,' 
some of whom were phramahees11, some phra9 agkhrachaajaa,
, .
and some 
,..
caw, 
, ,.., , ,
phraraadchatheewii, for they were not always called 
" ,
the same, had so many sons who were such-and-such cawfaa. 
V ' • '  ( V ( (
105 kromluarJ 9 aphaJnuchid, kromluarJ ph1ph1dmontrii and 
,- , . V . 
( ) 
cawfaa sa�waan are examples. 
Then there occurred an unusual event which is clearly 
, , ( "'given in the reign of King phraborommaraachaathiraad, who 
, , ' 
is called phraborommakod. He usurped the throne from his 
own relatives but he considered his honor to be that of a 
king who had conquered an enemy and won the land, so hehap­
pointed his two original momhaam (wife) , who were distant 
V ' . ., ( V �,relatives, as kromluarJ 9 aphajnuchid and kromluaQ phiphid-
. . . , ' , , ..,,montrii. The former is said to have been phra9 agkhramahee-
sli, the latter phraraadchamaheesii. cawfaa SaQwaan, one 
of his younger sisters·, must have remain.ed a cawfaa as be­
fore, but she is said to have been maheesli als·o. He had·
. " ,
as many as 19-20 sons and daughters who were all cawfaa 
alike. 
(106) In another reign the king had two younger sisters who 
were phra9 oQcaw and who bore him sons, and both were consi-
, .,  V 'I( .dered to be phramahees11 .  These are old stories long past. 
If we speak only of Bangkok • • •  : 
, , V '( .(107) An example when no phramahees11 were installed, yet 
there was a phramaheesl� in the reign of King phra-
, , · "  ,phudthaJOOdfaa. 
� 
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In the reign of phrabaad somded phraphudthajoodfaa cu­
laaloog (Rama I) somded phra9 amarintharaamaad , who· was ori­
gina1·1y thanphuujlrj [ a  quasi-confer!ed titl'e]e, had as many 
·as four sons and daughters who were cawfaa of important krome. 
B·ut it does not appear that she was promoted in any way . How-
ever, everyone understood that she was the mother of the caw-
,
faa so she was considered to be phrarnaheesli all along until 
V ' , ' ,
her son became king and promoted her to krom somded phra?eama-
rintharaamaad , the Queen-Mother. 
(108) In the reign of King phraphudthal88dlaa . 
.In the reign of King phrabaad somded phraphudthal8e8dlaa 
naphaalaj (Rama II), he had already taken a cawfaa princess· 
who was the daughter of the older sister of phrabaad somded 
phraphudthaj5odfaa culaaloog (Rama I) as his wifee. before, as 
mentioned above. When he became king she was not given any 
other title. However, everyone understood that she was a 
, , V V. • . V ' , V
phramaheesii and called her somded phraphanphansaa. This 
word is .ethe same as phanpii (i,e000 years), which is a word 
of blessing sometimes used for a q·ueen-mother, sometimes for 
a q·ueen, and sometimes even for the king himself o She had 
this title ·until she died in the reign of King phrabaad s om­
ded phranaIJ klaw (Rama III) . When phrabaad somded phracoom­
kiaw (Rama· IV) became king he raised her to1 be somded phra­
s1i·surij eentharaamaad , like somded phra9 amarintharaamaade. 
(109) There ·was another, cawfaa kunthon, the younger sister28 
V ' ,._ , ,
[ of Rama II, by whom he] had a son who was somded cawfaa ma-
V ,-. ,
haamaalaa, as well as other cawfaae. Everyone considered that 
she ·was either phraraadchatheewii or phra9 agkhrachaajaa. B·ut 
there was no unusual appointment of any kind. There were 
many other princesses, some whom were younger sisters, and 
,... ,some aunts, but they did not have cawfaa sons and da·ughters 
so they are not mentioned. 
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(110) The reign of King phrana9klaw. 
.D·uring his reign King phrabaa·d somded phranarJklaw (Rama 
III) had no princesses as wives or phraraadchathe·ewii·, and 
,.. ,
he had no sons who were cawfaa. 
( 11 1 )  The reign of King phracoomklaw. 
When it comes to the reign of King phrabaad somded phra­
coomklaw (Rama IV), he invented ne·w titles for phra9 ozjcaw 
., , , . , ,.. .soomanad and phra9 oDcaw ramph e eJ,  who were the mothers of 
cawfaa and ·who were considered to be phrara-adchatheewii. He 
, V ' . ,let them be called phranaar:ithe e  or somded phranaar:ithee,  as 
. . , " 
appropriate to their status. But many other phra9 oDcaw and
' ,.. ,.. ,
momcaw who did not have ca·wfaa sons and daughters were not 
chang.ed at all. In the present reign somded phranaarithhe a  
.
• , , ,. . V . ' , A ',.�amph e eJ phamaraaph1rom has become krom somded phratheebs1-
, A V , . .  , ,  , . , .
rintharaamaad as Queen-Mother, like somded phra9 amarintha-
.." . . ., ' , 'IC . ' ( . , . ,..raamaad and somded phras11sur1Jeentharaamaad. 
( 112 ) s·uch phramaheesli are _like 'queen-consorts', but you 
will find no . installation ceremony because the tradi­
tions of Thai royalty do not utilize marriage. 
Foreigners called these two princesses ' Her Majesty the 
Queen-Consort'h, both while they were living and at the pre-
.• , , V ' , ,._
sent time. King phrabaad somded phracoomklaw also clearly 
called them r queen-consort r · in · several place·s ,  such as Sir 
John Bowring' s book, his royal correspondence, and in their 
death notices. In all these they were called ' queen-consorth' 
but you will not find a ' queen' of Thailand who has had a 
' coronation' because there is no tradition of marriage among 
.Thai royalty. Actually one should nothspeak only of the king 
for there has not been a single marriage of a cawfaa or a 
, ,..
phra9 oQcaw either. 
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(113) Thai practice regarding mialuaD (principal wife) and 
mianooj (minor wife). The mother of lu·ugmialuaD m·ust 
be mia luaD, and there is no limit to their number. 
Accordingh.hto our practice, those who have many wives and 
observe [ the rule of] luugmialuaQ [ and luug] mianooj believe 
that if any princess has sons �nd daughteis by the king, they 
(the children) are cawfaa, and that those c awfaa are luugmia-
· v , A · A • ,  • A. · •  V
luaQ. phra9 oQcaw are luugmianooJh. The mother of luugmialuaD
. y . . y ..
must be mialuaQ herself. It is also the same with the khun-
naag (nobility) . However many mia luaD one has [ all their] 
children are luugmialua9 and [ all those] wives are mialuaD. 
One can have any number of them . There is no stip·ulation as 
to the number. 
(114) There is no stipulation of dignity for queen-mothers 
, , V "( .
or for phramaheesii. 
· · , ' , , V '( • , A , ,
For q·ueen-mothers, ;ehra9 agkhramaheesii, phraraadchama-
heesli, phramaheesli, phraraadchatheewli, phra9 agkh'rachaajaa,
.. . . . V · .
or whatever the senior mialuaQ of the king is called, the 
law provides no dignities as it does for royalty of the Inner 
, ' ..,
Palace, the o·utside, and for phrasanom. 
(115) At death some are honored like a king, some like a 
" ,
cawfaa. Thai traditions differ from those of Europe.
Aft.er death a funeral pyre is b·uilt in the middle of 
the city, for some equal in honor to a king, for some equal
A ,
to a cawfaah. 
I ·can only explain about phramahees1i as I haveh. To 
make it clearer, or to make them correspond to queens28a of 
foreign countries is impossible, because the traditions are 
A.
different. It is the same with the waDnaa. 1here is nothing 
like that in western countries. 
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( 116) Regarding phrasanom or cawceoome. Originally there were. 
, , . , . .., ' . , ' ..,
fo·ur thaaw phrasanom9 eeg, but in Bangkok phrasanom are 
first or second class according to the status symbols 
,..
bestowed on them. cawcoom who have phra9 oIJcaw [child-
,...
ren] are cawcoommaand·aa, those who do not are cawcoom-
·'JUUDaane. 
, ' .., ,...
Next down from these are the phrasanom or cawc oom , who 
are daughters of both high and low government off.icials from 
seenaabodii (ministers) down to phra9 and lUaQ , who are happy
to offer them to the king to serve in the Inner Palace .  Ac-
, ,
cording to ancient tradition, four were raised to thaaw phra?e-
sanom9 eeg with different names like the nobility. But here 
at Bangkok _they have never been appointed. It is only ·when 
the senior cawcoommaandaa who is very much favored is given 
a decoration 6f the first class that she is considered to be 
. , ' .., ' 
phrasanom9 eeg. If she receives a decoration of the second 
. . . , ' V A I A
class she is phrasanomthoo. Any cawcoom who has phra9 ol)caw 
[ children] is callede. cawcoommaandaa·. Those who do not hav·e 
phra.9 OI)c aw are called c·awcoomjuur:)aan (cawcoom serving ladies) . 
There are· only [ these] two kinds. 
,...
(117) The senior wife of the waIJnaa has no rank. It is only
' ' .,...that people call her sadedkhaaDnaj , as in the palaces
of krom princes .  
I have never heard that a princess who was a wife of a 
waIJnaa was appointed to be any kind of phra9 • For example, 
Princ·ess rodcanaa, the mother of ca·wfaa phikunthDDIJ , is only 
,.. , . ' 
called caw rodcanaa. 
, .  ,.. . . ,... , ' ' , .
phra9 oIJcaw daaraa, the mother of cawfaa 9 idsaraphoIJ , is ., , .  , ,... . . .
still phraworawoIJtha a  phra9 oIJcaw as before, but people in the 
palace of the waIJnaa call her sadedkhaaIJnaj. This is just 
, ,... . . . .
like a phra9 oIJcaw who is a wife of a krom prince. The ser-
. ' ' ,...
vants in that krom will also call her sadedkhaaIJnaj. There 
is no distinction between them . 
(118) Wives of the wal)naa who have children are sometimes 
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called cawcohonunaandaa,h2 9 sometimes maandaa. Wives of 
krom prin·ces who are given to them by the king a.re called 
khaarJnajtaarJWaIJ plus their names and their fathersh' name. 
All' the momhaam (commoner wives) of the warJnaa are called 
.mom. If they have· children they are sometimes called coommaan­
daa, or simply maandaa. Wives of krom princ·es who have been.
given by the king are called khaarJnajtaarJWarJ pl·us their names 
together with their fathersh' names. Officially they have no
' 
title but people call them mom. This word cannot be used when 
addressing the king. Their original names must be ·used. If . 
they are wives from a foreign tradition they are called naarJ­
haam. B·ut nowadays women are very excited about mom, both 
the wives of princes and nobles, whether only momcaw or a high 
noble or a lo·w one, as long as they are wives they are called 
' 
mom. Whether or not this comes from the word ' '  ma ' am "  [English] 
I do not know, but this mom has been used for people of high 
and good family, whether male or female. For example, the 
grandfather of phrajaa phaadsakoraworJ and krommyyn narinthoon, 
before bec�ming a noble an·d a prince [respectively] , 3 ° were
' 
called mom. Even today there are some people of high stand-
ing ·who still call [their fathers and uncles] momph3o and mom­
lUrJ. But this is rare. Since the word mom has .hbeen· used to 
refer only to wives they have become self�conscious about it. 
Wives of princes who would be caw (princesses) must be 
real caw. · their husbands. Even if They cannot emulate 
she is ·a princess she cannot take her husbands krom title 
as is the custom in Europe. 
,..
Those ·who are the wives of caw can also be ' princessesh' .  
[ But] to have a wife who is a ' princess ' one must choose one 
who is already a ' princess herself. A commoner cannot become 
a ' princess ' because of her husband. Even if she is already 
a ' princess ' she cannot take the krom [title] of her husband.·
It can only be because of herself. 
End of the subject of married women with titles. 
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Notes on the essay
The king ' s  usage of the term 'Laoh' is more inclusive than· 
modern usage, which would not likely include the Shans 
and often not the Thai of Northern Thailand either .  In 
the West we would normally limit the term to Laotians. 
Attrib·ution ofh· this law to the founder of Ayuthia is pro­
bably d·ue to the incorrect date given in the law and re­
peated here. It should be 1468 (cf. Wyatt : 1967) .  The 
full name of the king as given in the introduction to the 
law is: somded phraca·w raamaath1bodii borommatrajloogka-
,. , V . . ' A . , , ,_ ' ' ( , , . .naad mahaamo!Jkud theebmanud •wisudsurija·wo!J 9 or:iphudthaa!J-
. . , '- . , , . , " . ' Vkuun boromboophid phraph·udthacawj:uuhua. 
One category specified in the Palatine Law has been omit­
ted. There was also stipulated that the son of a queen
" .' referred to as mccJuamyarJ sho·uld hold the position ofh· 
.., ' 
9 uparaad and that he should be second only to the somded · 
,. . , , , ",noo phraphudthacaw. Both these princes succeeded to the 
throne one after the other, but no rule of succession was 
stated in the law. 
In Cambodia this title, in its Cambodian form chaufe·a, 
was held by the chief minister (cf. Foures : 1882).  
The spelling of juan could indicate 'Annam ' but that 
meaning does not seem appropriate here, and as.there 
is sometimes confusion between this spelling and that 
for Northern Thailand, an error has been ass·wned. 
Rama V did himself reinstit·ute the custom of naming his 
sons as titular heads of various towns, similar to the 
E·uropean custom, but they were without administrative 
. .
responsibility and received no special benefits. 
'Ihe abode of Siva. 
A legendary swan-like bird, traditionally a vehicle of 
Brahma b·ut in these ceremonies apparently it is associated 
with Siva o 
� " 
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9 This system of dividing up adminis trative functions into 
various krom derives from Cambodia though the function 
of the se  krom in Thailand i s  not exactly the same ( cf . 
Foure s :  1882 ) e. What the numerical designations of d igni­
ties originally referred to  is  not certain . _Generally 
people think it referred to  raj of land , but more likely 
it referred t o  manpower c ontr6lled , and finally came to  
be only a c onvenient means of ranking . ( c f .  Wales , 1934 ) .  
' '10 . ' ,.The titles 9 uparaad and waDnaa refer to  the same person 
and office .  For . the full f ormal t itle see  secti on (72 ) , 
in which shortened f orms of the title are als o  explained . 
ll This date should be A .  D .  1448 . 
12 -kumaan i s  Sanskrit kumara ' s on ' and in Thai may b e  applied 
to very young princes . -waroorod is  als o  a royal word for 
' s on '  but can apply to any age level . 
13 -1suan and -id sara- are both variants of f Si·va I ,  the for­
mere· from Sanskrit , the latter from Pali . 
l4 Note that makud i s  a variant of mODkUd as given in sec­
tion ( 21 ) e. 
15 The younger brother referred t o  lived only one day and was 
a phra9 oDcaw. Thus any higher rank would have had to  have 
been c onferred posthumously.  
16 This title and name was c onferred on her by her s on, Rama 
I I .  Tilere i s  no rec ord of her being given any t itle by 
Rama I .  
17 Acc ording t o  the lunar date given this should be the 16th . 
18 The lunar date given in the text is  unintelligible , per­
haps through a misprint , but if March 1 is c orrect it is  
as given here in b racketse. 
19 This  entire paragraph is  a later addition as the publica­
tion referred to was not until eight years after this es say 
was written . Als o  the last sentence simply refers t o  the 
detailed information already providede. 
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20 The terms puu and jaa normally refer to one's paternal 
grandfatherh· and gran·dmother, but here to their siblings 
who wo·uld be called puun6;)j ,  jaan6;)j in common speech. 
21 This deputy king was the oldest son of the Second King 
under Rama IV and a cousin of Rama V. 
22 This heading is an error, perhaps in printing. 'Ihe pre-
, ,... . ..,
fatory title is as given in the text : phracaw laanth 8 8. 
23 Apparently these were animals used in war but ,  at least 
for the elephants ,  s imilar terms apply to animals used 
in catching and taming wild elephants in modern usageh. 
The meaning of the terms in this context could not be 
determined. 
24 A few years after writing this essay apparently another 
title was added to this list , somded krom phrajaa, which 
was then the highest conferred titie below the waDlaD. 
V ' 
Note also that the position of the title somded is  first 
. V '
if the prince has that title from birth, as in somd.ed 
krom phrajaa bamraab p;);)rapag, who received this.title 
in 1885. 
24aThe term phraj has usually been translated 'slave' for 
·lack of a better term, but I prefer the word ' serf ' • In 
Europe serfs were bound to the land whereas in Thailand 
they ·were bound to naaj (masters , overseers), but in all 
,...
other respects their status was �imilar. thaad were 
of ·
bond slaveh' • 
more nearly like slaves, in the sense ' bon·d servant, 
l25 The pronmciation krommamyyn, as one word, is usualh. 
26 Both were sons of Rama I and the latter became the waDnaa 
under Rama III. 
27 Note that Rama V apparently excludes phrasanom (minor 
wives) from consideration hereh. 
28 The text has yo lmger brother in error. 
28aThe Thai tradition differs most significantly in the 
� . ,,.. '- , � 
v ' . 
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number of wives a king could have , for the status of 
European queens als o depended on their producing an 
heir,  and they often had no coronation until that was 
acc omplished--and s ometimes not even then . There are 
many differenc e s ,  but in these  respects at leas t the 
two traditions are not s o  very differente. 
29 Inclusion of caw in this term i s  probably an error , 
and it is  omitted later in the text . 
30 krommyyn narinthoon was the s on of cawphrajaa mahaa-
s ombad and was married t o  the younger s ister of Rama 
This isI who gave him his princely titlee. a rare 
instance of a c ommoner being made a princ e .  
The grandfather of phraJaa phaadsak�rawoQ was caw-
� .  , .,,,  V 
.,- )phraJaa mahaaseenaa (bunnaage , who was married to the 
sister-in-law of Rama I .  
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DEVELOPMENT OF ROYAL TITLES 
Though it is generally accepted that the Palatine Law 
of King Trailokkanat was derived from the Khmer court, in 
the absenc'e of information on the Khmer court of that time 
the degree of similarity between the two i s  not known . By
this time most of the titles  of the Khmer mandarinate were 
in use in Thailand and it seems likely that they were confer­
red on royalty, as in the Lao areas, with no distinct ' hobi­
lity " as there came to be later·. This inference is not, - how­
ever, drawn only from the Lao case. References occur later 
to prince s  who bear titles now defined as " nobleh" and an 
example is Luang Sorasak, the son of King Petracha, but in 
this case  the circumstances may not be especially normal 
since Petracha was a usurper. Contemporary European acco·unts 
of seventeenth century Siam pro·vide m'l1ch info.rmation _about
' 
noble titles but s eldom mention princes. However, La Lo·ubere 
note s that the Portugues e  translate the highest noble title 
as 'princeh� and says royal princes  never had such titlesh. 
The Sukhothai title for a king, khun, had been replaced 
by the time of King Ram Kamheng's grandson, Lithai, who bore 
the title phajaa, but it is not clear who then might have 
borne the title �hun though it was certainly used o In A.yu­
thia the king acquired much more exalted titles and phaj aa 
was applied to viceroys of tributary states and to foreign 
rulers , and perhaps the heads of some administrative units, 
some of whom bore additional titles which might have been 
appropriate to prince s .  khun was now a very common title· 
for officials though their assigned dignities  (sagdinaa) 
covered a fairly wide range. 
For the history of the royal titles as described by 
King Chulalongkorn we are indebted to a few all too brief 
statements by Prince Damrong, on which the following are 
based. The specific title for prince s continued to be 
simply caw, as in other Thai state s ,  until the late Ayu� 
. A �
thia period at which time cawphra9 came to be .used, and 
.sometimes just phra9 • The . fi rst use of cawfaa in Thailand 
come s in the middle of the sixteenth century when, follow-
" � ' 
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ing his victory over the Thai,  King Bayinnaung of Burma e s ­
tablished Thammaraja as King of Siam with the Shan title of 
,,. ,
cawfaa. This title was c ontinued by his sons , Naresuan and 
Ekathotsarot , but during the reign of the latter this t itle 
was bestowed on his royal children, beginning the pre sent 
usage , and Dutch records of this  time c ontain a letter dated 
1612 in which this  t itle first appears .  Near the end of the 
Ayuthia period King Thaisa had estab lished that children of 
cawfaa princesses  should also bear that same title by virtue 
of their mother ' s  rank, perhaps with the s ame restrictions 
against a prince s s  marrying below her rank as were in effect 
when Rama V was writing . We may as sume that until this time , 
though a relatively new title was in use for the king ' s  child­
ren, their descendents were simply caw as Prince Damrong has 
said , and that the first s tage of the rule of declining des ­
cent had been e stablished ,  but was then set aside by Thais a  
in the case of cawfaa princes s e �  after the Khmer pattern . 
The tit�e phra?eogcaw i s  s aid to have been e s tablished 
by King Petracha, the usurper following the death of King 
Narai . The 
,
title phra9 oD had already c ome into use for 
officials of high rank who were not c�w, including children 
,..
of the king whose  mothers were not of caw rank. Some of 
" 
these  at least were now made caw ,  which was the prerogative 
of the founder of a new dynasty. 
The title mDmcaw i s  said to have come into use during 
the reign of King Barommokot at the end of the Ayuthia peri­
od . In this case too the title mom had already been in 
use s ince the reign of King Narai for certain official s  who 
were not caw .  One may also note that CB.v-1mDm v1as a title for 
non-royal wives of Northern Lao princes  ( see below)e, and is 
also the title of the Prince of Chiengr·W1g , the Thai L·ue state 
in Yunnan ( though the present ·Prince lives in 'Thailand ) • 
The title momraadchawoQ was established by King Mong­
kut , fourth king of the Bangkok period , and the l owe st title , 
momluag , was e stablished in its present usage by King Chula­
longkorn , though it is  thought to have been used by King Mong-
' ,.. ,
kut more or l e s s  synonymous ly with mDmraadchawo9e. Thus the 
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development of the royal titles firmly described by King Chu­
lalongkorn covers a period of some three hundred years.
The prestigious krom titles were first introduced into 
Thailand also by King Narai, in this first case for a sister 
and a da ugh te r. krom ( Skt.  grg,ma, 'village ' ) we re originally
private administrative units, perhaps fiefs,h' which functioned 
as villages and, in law, the governor of a town was equivalent
to the head of a krom (Akin: 1969)h. Later they came to func­
tion as ministries and finally as departments within minis­
tries, and the krom princes, though sometimes administrators 
in fact, often only held honorary office. These krom were 
also a Khmer institution and as late as the end of the nine­
teenth century the krom of the highesth_hprinces were still 
geographically defined (Foures :  1882 ) .  As early as A. D. 1019 
a Khmer inscription states that a certain Punnagavarman, son 
of Rudravarman, founded the krom (i. e. ,  ·village) of Sapta­
devakula, ' the descendents of which became the ministers and 
priests of kings ' (Briggs : 1 93 1 ) .  
By the latter part of the nineteenth century both Thai­
land and Cambodia, if not before, had incorporated a rule of 
declining descent into their respective royal hierarchies 
which depleted royal titles after four generations, and both 
included exceptions to the rule depending on the rank of the 
mother (always specify_ing that the father's rank would be at 
least the same or higher) . They differed in that the posi­
tions and titles of queens and other 1.adies of the Cambodian 
court were formally specified along with the rites and sym­
bols by which they were established, and such matters were 
also dealt with in somewhat less specific fashion in the 
Palatine Law of King Trailokk.anat of Ayuthia. But by the 
Bangkok period none of the ladies of the Siamese court had 
any formally recognized position or title (except, of course, 
birth titles) ,  nor did they appear in court but were clois­
tered in the Inner Palace, a practice not common to any of 
Thailandh' s  neighbors. It was not until the very end of the 
nineteenth century that a Thai queen was again formall;�f and 
publicly established as such . This was the occasion o f  the 
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appointment of Queen Saowapha as regent during the king ' s  
ab sence abroad , along with the formal title appropriate to 
a ruling queen, somded :e_hraborommaraach1niinaad . 
. .
The Cambodian system includes als o  a formal t itle and 
pos ition ,  second only to the king , for an abdicated king . 
This was apparently a highly de sirable position throughout 
Southeast Asia--to be  the father of the king--and one founde· 
not infrequently, a modern example being the former Sultan 
of Brunei who abdicated in favor of his son ,  the p resent 
sultan ,  taking the title Begawan, and still enj oying the 
enormous prestige and privilege of his former statuse. In 
Thailand there has never been any s uch formally rec ogniz ed 
position, but both King Mongkut and King Chulalongkorn are 
said to ha·ve c ontemplated making s uch a movee. 
In polygamous c ourts such as those of Asia it would 
seem nece s sary to find means of limiting the numbers of 
princes  other than normal attrition by death, and the rule 
of declining descent seem an eminently practical means of 
doing s o o Thus one might expect to find a s imilar situation .e
in other c ountrie s ,  particularly those which were in a posi­
tion at some time to provide s ome influencee. But the inve s ­
tigation of royal heirarchies in c ountrie s which have in­
fluenced Thailand , other than Cambodia, has not been produc ­
tive . No more than one useful s ource of inf ormation has yet 
been discovered,  out of dozens searched ,  for China , Burma, 
Java and India, and none of these  approaches in thoroughness 
the e ssay of Rama V .  From these  it seems that there were 
certain similaritie s ,  but only up t o  a point and nothing that 
c learly points to a s ource of the Cambodian and Thai systems . 
India can apparently be  eliminated for there seems to 
have been nothing at all c omparable among th e Indian ruling 
classe s .  There are Sanskritic terms used as elements in 
s ome Thai and Cambodian title s ,  but they are largely adjec­
tival superlative s in sec ondary elaborative titles . In tvvo 
cases where Hindu titles are used they have been reversed in 
meaning . The term used in Ayuthia for children of the king 
by c oncubine s is the Hindu term for a crown prince--Thai : 
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yawwaraad/Hindi : yuvaraj, whereas the Thai term for the de­
puty king (sometimes thought of as an heir apparent, though 
erroneously) is the term applied to children of a Hindu rajah
by concubines--Thai : 9 uparaad/Hindi a  uparaj (Malgonkarh� 1968 )  . 
The account of t4e Burmese court under the Konbaung kings 
by Daw Yi Yi is not sufficient to do more than suggest some 
possible parallels, for she is only able to present a some­
what static catalogue of titles with little information of 
the system in which they operated. Apparently the Burmese 
system was more complex than the Thai in that more categories
of titles existed, and·hwith many more subclasses. There were·h
more classes of greater and lesser queens, suggesting some 
more complex definitions of the various princely titles. Also 
we do know from other accounts by Europeans that the Burmese 
queens, at least the principal queen, did appear in court. 
It was also possible in Burma to promotehcommoners to princely . 
rank, which was not possible in Thailand e�cept at the estab­
lishment of a new dynasty. Daw Yi Yi notes that in all there 
were eighteen grades of princes but it is not clear how this 
number is arrived at nor how they might compare with the Thai 
titles. The complete roster of Thai princely titles and 
grades listed by King Chulalongkorn comes to a total of twenty­
six, but these include the secondary classes of conferred hon­
orary titles and promoted classes. Successive generations of 
princes are not mentioned at all in the Burmese account . It 
is interesting to note, though, that subclasses of Burmese 
princes were distinguished by titles, not mentioned as such, 
which were classified according to the number of syllables 
contained in each, which recalls King Chulalongkorn's comment 
on the preference of the Thai for long euphonious names. 
Van Den Berg ' s  account of the courts of Java is quite 
thorough, more so than any other accounts so far discovered 
for any of the countries of Asia except those for Thailand 
and Cambodiaho He also even describes the systemh·of royal 
titulature in the court at Surakarta as one of declining
descent. There is decline in rank over ·hsix generations, as 
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opposed to four generations in Thailand, but the basic title 
raden is inherited throughout and the rank is designated by
secondary qualifying elements. The special title pangeran 
for adult sons of the Susuhunan (king) is not a real excep­
tion since they are raden until they reach majority. De­
clining rank is nevertheless formally marked and there is 
provision for the highest title to be  inherited, though the 
condition is entirely different from the Thai and Cambodian 
cases. Also the distinction between titles b.orne as minors 
and on reaching majority is a dimension entirely lacking in 
the Thai system , unless one takes into account the fact that 
Thai princes of the highest rank could in some sense be  said 
to have no title until their investiture at about eight or 
nine years of age. But that ·iNOUld be taking a too extreme . 
view, especially since it is basically a naming ceremony and 
the title is held from the moment the king his father recog­
nizes him as such. Nevertheless there are parallels and it 
is worthwhile looking at the Surakarta system in some detail 
as summarized in the following chart and comments. 
As minors On majority 
male female l male I female (on 
Raden Mas gust� 
I 
Raden Aju 
' . .; Pangeran adipati 
' anom ( oldest son 
and crown prince)
Pangeran aria i Ratu 
Ratu Pembajun 
(oldest daughter) 
I 
(children of queen) marriage ) 
Raden Mas Raden Adjong Pangeran Nga- { Raden Aju 
behi (oldest son ) !  
Pangeran aria 
(children of concubine) 
As a group all sons of the Susuhunan are Pangeran Putra. 
The next three generations (grandchildren, great grand­
children, great great grandchildren of a Susuhunanh) bear the 
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Raden Mas alike as minors, but on coming of age add the fur­
ther designation aria (those descended from the queen) or 
pandji (those descended from concubines) , tho·ugh the defini­
·tions of these terms are not entirely clear. 
The next two generations are Raden bagus as minors and 
just Raden on reaching majority. Succeeding· generations are 
simply Mas, but at this point there is ambiguity since the 
same title may also apply to commoners who have achie'ved high 
position. Nevertheless it can be said that a designation of 
royal descent is ne·ver entirely lost. Clearly also the basic 
title raden is inherited. 
The title pangeran ca . .n also be inherited within the f al­
lowing circumstances and restrictions. If a pangeran dies 
before the Susuhunan the prince's sons become Pangeran aria 
like sons of the Susuhunan, but the title is limited to five 
sons of a Pangeran adipati anom, two sons of the Pangeran 
ngabehi, and one son of a Pangeran aria. These titles may 
not be further inherited and cannot be held by grandchildren 
of a Susuhunan, though another form, Pangeran Sentana, could 
be conferred on them as an honor, thus continuing the basic 
title but not through inheritance. 
With minor exceptions this system �s said to apply also 
to the court at Jogdjakarta as wellh. Elsewhere in Java there 
are considerable differences though in most cases the title 
raden occurs and is often inheritable. At any rate none of 
these variant systems seem pertinent to the Thai situation. 
Even in Surakarta the system within which declining descent 
operates is quite unlike the Thai system. 
The very brief description of the Chj_nese court supplied·
by Williams is too lacking in detail for a useful comparison.
He notes a primary distinction between lineal descendents of 
the founder of the dynasty and collateral descendents, and 
goes on to comment that I I  collateral branches decline in pre­
cedence as the generations are more remote from the imperial 
line until finally they are simply members of the imperia.l
clan . h" He also points out though that there are, among the 
Chinese, only two hereditary perpetual titles, those for the 
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direct descendents of Confucius and Koxinga, and eight among 
the Manchus for the families which as sisted in establishing 
the Gioro dynasty. 
Within the imperial b lood line there were four clas ses . 
The first included all b lood relations of the Emperor , the 
othe r three included blood relations of the Empre s s -Mother, 
the Empre s s ,  and the c ons ort of the Crown Prince ,  within 
generational limits . 'Ihere are fragmentary echoes of this 
sys tem in the secondary or kin titles found among Thai princes . 
It is  c lear that there was s ome rule of declining des­
cent , though it  is  not yet c lear just how it operated nor how 
it was reflected in the system of title s .  Otherwise the 
Chinese  system appears to have been quite different and rat­
her more c omplex than the Thai . 
In the Lao arease, including Northern Thailande, there was 
only one titlee, as pointed out by King Chulalongkorn, ciw ( or 
,,
thaaw in Southern La os ) ,  which was inherited without limi t .  
In addition there were fo·ur functional adminis tra t i  ve titles 
. " ' ' '  ,., , ,... , .....and pos1t1ons -�cawmyaD , 9 uparaad , raadchawoDe, raadchabude--
the ruler and three minis ters . At least in Laos the positions 
were all elec tive but with the stipulation that only princes  
were eligible for election .  In Northern Thailand there was 
an additional position, buriirad , and by the end of the nine­
teenth century a number of other functional , or honorary, ap­
pointive titles had been added . In the se areas there were 
als o  two lesser  administrative title s ,  phanaa and phia,  which 
c ould be  c onferred on princ e s ,  and in N orthern Laos there 
V ' •were two othe r ,  s een and myyn, which c ould be conferred on 
anyonee. There was s ome variation pos s ible in the form of the 
higher administrative titles depending on the rank of the 
town to which they were attache d ,  but the pattern remains the 
same --a s ingle royal title,  a small number of adminis trative 
title s ,  and no nobility separate from royalty. 
Acc ording t o  Bi tard I s acceount the Camb odian c ourt re­.
c ognized f ive ranks among wive s of the king depending on 
the individual ' s  own status by birth as royal or c ommon and 
on the specified rites c onducted and symbols c onferre d .  
The highe st was som9-.§c_ preah q?.,qt_§��8h_ei?,� who received 
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all symbols and was for·mally enthroned. The second was 
somdac preah qagkeaqriecceteepii who received all rites 
and symbols but was not enthroned. The third was preah 
V
gagkeaqcieyie who received only incomplete rites and sym-
bols. The fourth was a princess by birth but received only
incomplete rites and symbols and was given n·o other queenly
title. The fifth were cawcoom, of which there were six 
classes, who were the non-royal wives and received only the 
basic annointment with water. 
The following designations of children of the king are, 
V '
except for the last group, kin titles like the Thai somded 
phracawluugjaathe e, for example. The last group is desig�
·nated by  a birth title like the Thai phra't OIJcaw. 
Children of the two highest ranking •wives: 
somdac preah-rrec-thiid� (daughters)
� y V
somdac preah-riec- gaorueh (sons)
tJ v
somdac Ereah-borommerieccebottraa (sons)---·-
somdac J2._reah-qayyebo� ( sons )
( The three titles for sons are not explained. ) 
.
Children of the third ranking wi·ves: 
?-?..IE.-.9.:.9--S! P..Ei.<?.-.h -rI 8 C C 8 b Ottr aa ( S onS ) 
somdac preah-r1eccebottrey (daughters)
Children of the fourth ranking wives : 
preah-ri �_ccebottraa (sons) 
P.L.�b-ri ecc abott_r ey ( da·ughters) 
Children of non-royal wives : 
P;reah-q Q.12=.i:D-�h (pro•vided they are recognized by the king, 
.
but they are addressed as children of fourth ranking 
wives) . 
The ranks of children of princes depended on the mo­
ther's rank. If her rank was eq·ual to her husband's the 
child's rank did not decline, but if she was of lower rank 
the child's rank did decline in relation to his father's 
rank but remained the same as his mother's unless she were 
without title. In the followin� titles of rank of the wives 
of princes are omitted, but their birth titles are includedho 
- � -· ·  -·· 
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v
Children of somdac and preah-qog-mcah princes : 
..,
If the mother is preah-qoD-mcah so are the children. 
If the mother is neaq-qoD-mcah, or without title , the 
children are neaq-qo9-mcah. 
Children of neaq-qo9-mcah p rinces : 
If the mother is n�aq-qo9-mcah so are the children. 
If the mother is of lower rank the children are neaq-
\;I "'
riecc ewueIJ, and these are not considered royal and 
are not addressed in the royal language • 
.., .., " 
Children of neaq-rieccewue9 : 
,J \J ..,
If the mother is neaq-rieccewue9 so are the children. 
If the mother is preah-wueg or lower the children are 
.., V
preah-wueIJ. 
Children of preah-wueg:  
If the mother is preah-wueg so are the children. 
If the mother is without rank the childhren are commoners. 
It can be assluned that there were other designations of royal 
rank and status which were not included in the decree Bitard 
has reported. Children of the dep·uty king by a non-royal 
wife were also preah-qo9-mcah but of lower rank than such 
children of the king. Also, according to Foures, the title 
mcah was used in speaking of any chi.ld of the king and this 
term has the same range of meaning as Thai caw, and in general 
·the same function. So also did some of the 11ighest ranking 
princes have administrative krom titles and status, as did 
th e Queen-Mother and the Premier Princess of the kingdomo 
Though the Khmer account is less detailed than that of 
King Chulalongkorn the following chart can clarify the paral­
lelism, bearing in mind that the highest 'Ihai princes could 
.,, ' 
also bear the title somded. 
Thai Cambodian '•' " , I
cawfaa somdac 
' 
'. 1st.hgeneration 
. , ,.. {..,
phra9 oIJcaw preah-qoI)h-mcah royal 
' " 
' Jmomcaw neaq-qoI) -mcah 
· 
· 2nd. 
------+-----------+------------------·- - -.-.·- ·-··---·-' " , IJ .,. ..,, ' t 'momraadchaV'TOIJ neaq-rl8CC 8WU8I) 1 3rd.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - .. -· ... ...non­ -<J,. ..,, . IJ ! 1 troyal momluaIJ preah-w·u eIJ t 4th. 
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It has been mentioned earlier that contemporary Euro­
pean writers on seventeenth century Thailand rarely mention 
royal princes, b·ut therehis one somewhat puzzling exception.· 
Jeremias van Vliet, writing of the usurpation of the throne .
by the military commander, _h9 oogjaa kalaahom, who r·uled as 
Prasat Thong, says he made his brother ·faajnaa , the only oc­
c·urrence of this term, which he defines as '' Crown Prince 11. • 
The term could be an abbreviation of the formal title of a 
deputy king, at least as later used, which ends with the 
,. ,..
term faajnaa, ''the front'', even as later on the popular 
term of reference to the deputy king became waQnaa. (Vlieth1 s 
understanding of succession to the throne was that the king's 
brother was the rightful succes sor. Schouten provides a much 
more complicated explanation in which succes sion moves first 
to the brother, then to sons of the former king, then back to 
sons of the brother. In fact it never worked this way either , 
even when Schouten was writing. ) But there is a question on 
the status of this prince, for Vliet also identifies a certain 
"Oya Ombrat" as the chief of all the nobility. His spelling 
of this title is no do·ubt to be interpreted as :oogjaa 9 upa-
' 
raad. This would seem to designate the individual as deputy 
king, and since this was an appointive position he could per­
haps have been considered chief of the nobility. But the 
faajnaa must have been of higher rank, and we may recall that·h
a6cording to King Trailokkanat ' s  Palatine Law his highest 
ranking son bore another title and his second ranking son 
' ' ' 
was :·uparaad. But altho·ugh the relative rank and identity of 
these · two individuals remains a question, the title ''Oya Om­
brat'' may help to answer another question. 9 oogjaa would , 
at least at a later time, have been a non-royal conferred 
title of nobility, but in this case must have been borne by
a prince. We may then conclude that the royal/noble distinc­
in Thailand arose in the latter half of the seventeenth cen-
' 
tury, after Vliet' s writing but before that of Loubere, b·ut 
we should recognize that the time span is very short for such 
a change--perhaps too short . 

� 
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TITLES OF NOBILITY 
Mention has already been made of the changing usage of 
some of the titles of nobility during the early history of 
Siamh. The following list of these titles, beginning with the 
highest, is as it was during the reign of King Chulalongkorn. 
somded _cawphrajaa
cawphrajaa
phrajaa
phra9 
V
lUaIJ 
..,
khun 
myyn 
The title cawphrajaa seems to have come into use near the 
end of the Ay ·uthia period. It appears j_n what may be its ear­
liest doc·umentation in an inscription of King 'Ihaisa at Wat 
Pa.ro k date� Ph. S. 2271 (A . D. 1727) (Tri Amatyak·ul :  1967) .· 
Prior to this it seems that the highest title was phajaa, but 
as we shall see 1haisa may have just elaborated that title 
rather than create a new higher rank. In Records of th·e Rela­
tions between Siam and Foreign Countries (v. 1, 1915 ) t,here 
appears a letter from the King of Siam which is said to have 
been written by a certain " Chaw peea" • The letter is un­
dated but the editors have suggested the date 1622, as well 
as the designation of the writer as r rhchaw peea " ,  for his 
title as given in Thai in a footnote was 9 oogjaa. But his 
name and position are identical to those of the cawphrajaa
mentioned in the Wat Pamok inscription. If we are· right in 
believing the latter title dates from the early eighteenth 
century, and if the editors are correct in dating the letter,
then they have updated the minister ' s  title by almost a hlm­
dred years. 
V ' A � •
The title somded cawphraJaa is generally attributed to 
Rama I when he was serving ·under King Taksin, but the first 
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doctunentation of this title being given,  or rather of the 
title and stat\1s of somded being added,  c ome s d·uring the 
re ign of Rama IV, during which three members of the Bunnak 
family were s o  honored .  (Actually the chronicle of the 
fourth reign does not seem to include a spec ific conferral 
of the title , but there are notices of honors being given 
the chief minister and he is  referred to using the f·ull 
title . )  This title c onfe·rred princ e ly status and included 
a dignity equal to that of a royal prince of the rank krom­
luarJ , and the right to maintain a per s onal krom l ike other 
royal princ e s ,  though his administrator , or maj ore domo , had 
,...
the title caaDwaarJ , by which he was called ,  rather than caw-
krom ,  which was not a title but the position held by the ad­
minis trator of a royal prince ' s  krom,  whose title was cor­
related with that of the prince as explained by King Ch·ula­
longkorne. 
The remaining title s are the Khmer titles which had been 
is  use in Thailand s ince early Ayuthia time s ,  but thro·ugho·ut 
' 
this time they were used with the Khmer prefix 9 oog,  and with 
an additional titl e ,  phajaa . La Loube re lists the noble 
titles at the time of King Narai as follows , here trans cribed 
in modern Thai : 
phajaa 
9 
' ,
oogphra99_ 
' ..,
9 oogluarJ 
' ..,
9 oogkhun 
' ' 
9 oogmyyn 
9 
' 
oogphan 
He notes  also that the last was no longer use d ,  and explains 
' 
further thate the prefix 9 oog was omitted when one of higher .e
rank spoke of the per s on .  It is usually thought that phajaa 
i s  just another form of phrajaa , no doubt because modern pro­
nlmciation of the latter is  normally witho·ut the medial ' r ' e. 
' 
B·ut c learly the modern title has replace d  9 oogj aa , and the 
old phajaa has been distinguished from ph(r)ajaa by the ad­
dition of caw,  perhaps early e ighte enth century change s .  
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The title cawphrajaa does not occ·_ur in any of the con­
temporary E·uropean accounts of seventeenth century Siam, and 
virtually all the present Thai accounts . of that period have 
modernized titles, but here the designation of office and 
rank seems to be the same, th�t of thehchief minister, al­
. 
ve such high rank. 
accounts almost uniformly give ? oogjaa as the title of the 
tho·ugh they did not alwa�.rs ha· European 
· 
chief ministers andhfew mention the higher phajaa. It is.
in relation to this title that La Loubere comments on the 
Portuguese prahctice of translating it as 'prince ' ,  and he 
says further that it is a title given to appointed gover­
nors of tributary states. B·ut one other account brings in-
' 
to quest�on La Loubere's denial that princes by birth were 
ever given this titie. Tachard, writing about the same time
' 
as La Loubere , uses the title in reference to a high prince 
of the court whom he identifies as a relative of the Kingh.hof 
Cambodia. So a question remains concerning the ·use of the 
title phajaa during the seventeenth century.· 
Tho·ugh all these titles haye been called noble that·
is not quite acc·ura te. The khunnaag , or nobility, included 
those with a dignity of 400 or higher and they were the· 
direct clients of the king. In general· the division was at _
the rank of khun , some of whom had dignities above 400 and 
some didh- not. 
New honorific names, which- usually designated office , 
were conferred along with a title , and one person might hold 
more than one office and therefore have more than one honor­
ific name. Indeed, one might also receive a new name with­
out a change of title. Such titles and names applied only
to the individual and did not extend to his family, nor were 
they inheritable , although a noble ' s  son might be appointed 
to his father's title and offic-e as successor, tho·ugh with 
a different, or slightly different, name in most cases. 
Nevertheless title and name were considered as f·unctional 
uni ts and designations of partic·ular offices o _ For this 
reason it is sometimes rather difficult to identify a parti­
c·ular incumbent. In the twentieth cent·ury for a short time 
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b etween 1913, vJhen the use of surnames was decreed,  and 1 932 , 
when titles of nob ility were ab olished , certain other c ompli­
cations became pos s ib l e .  Two examples will serve t o  ill·ustrate . 
The family name of Khuang Aphaiwongse carried such prestige 
that it was inc orporated into his noble designation as L·uang 
Kovit Aphaiwongs e ,  thus when he took back his old name after 
1932 only the initial element of the noble name , c ons idered 
a s ingle •unit , was changed ,  and the latter part s imply be-
came a surname again o Prime Minister Pib lm '  s name was ori­
ginally Plaek Kittisangha , on whom was c onferred nobility 
as Luang Pibulsongkhram. He then legally changed the surname 
of his wife and children t o  Songk.hram, and finally restored 
his own given name of Plaek, as well . 
The separat ion of military and civil functions in Thai­
land had its beginnings during the reign of King Chulalong­
korn, which were c ontinued and s trengthened in the following 
reign . This ,  along with reorganization and modernization of 
all ministries as v-rell as th e establ ishment of new ministrie s ,  
re sulted in several more groups of c ivil titles all of which 
were c orrelated with the ranks of nobility, which in t·urn 
had certain c orrelations with the ranks of royalty as we 
have seen .  Some of the se  titles of office were in use be­
fore , at least elements of them oc cur in the des ignati ons of 
certain nobles from time t o  time , b·ut they may not have been 
regimented into a c ivil service hie rarchy ·until the reign of 
Rama VI . Some , of c ourse ,  were not new, such as the Corps 
of Royal Pages and the Palace Ministry, but the description 
of titles included here for those groups is  based on state­
ments of Rama VI . The current c ivil service system which 
introduced c onsiderable change s  had its beginnings early in 
the reign of Rama VII .  
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THE CORPS OF ROYAL PAGES 
'I1he Royal Pages had as the ir head a prince ,  ·us ·ually of
" ,
cawfaa rank, who had no spec ial title in th i s  func tion o The.
basic titles of officials of the corps  were : 
c aar:i waar:i 
cawmYYTI (~  camyyn) 
naajween 
caa ( ~ naaj caa) 
naaj 
There were generally three ,  s ometime s four , caar:iwaar:i , 
who also held. the noble rank of phraj aa or highereo Each of 
these headed a hierarchy of les ser offic ial s �  The highest, 
., ' " ' 
of the se were fo·ur huamyyn who b ore th e title cawmyyn and 
,
had als o  the noble rank of phra9 , and were als o  referred to 
V ,._
as huanaaween o Below each of these  were four naajween , c c)m-
v
monly als o  called l·uar:iween as a group , who held the noble 
V
rank of 1·uaIJ , and were called individually by their noble 
title and name plus the designation of f·unct ion ,  for e_x-
v ' • . ' ample , 1·uaIJ I;ag naaJween . I3elow these  were four naaJecaa, 
who were called by this title pl·us their names ,  and the large 
gro·ups of 0-·wnphr c c .  The s e  e�roups c onsiested of forty to fifty .e
people , divicled int o  h·wnphr � c  p roper and r;)or:Jhumphr cceo Tl:1.ese 
" " 
were further clas s ified ·under one group called tonchyag or 
V 
one of severa.l gro·ups called s aaman . All were called by the 
title naaj plus their  name s .  Below the se were all the nov­
ices in training (mahaadleg wised ) .  
'Ihe titles of these  officials were in use in Ayuthian 
time s but apparently not restricted t o  Royal Pages s ince they 
are fo·und s cattered thro·ugh lis tings of officials in vario·us 
departments and ministriese. 
Tho·ugh higher level officials did have titles of nobility 
their c orrelation with other sys tems of titles in the hier­
archy, notably those of other ministrie s ,  appears t o  be more 
flexible,  as will b e  seen later when the ·vario·u s  ranks are 
c omparede. 
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THE MINISTRIES 
Under Rama VI a more formal organization of the ministries 
took place with new titles s eparate from but _ c orrelated with 
the noble title s ,  and with a d ifferent set of titles for the 
Palace Ministry. These  latter ones were established by royal 
decree in 1 913.  For the other ministries there was apparently 
no formal decree but duri�g the same year spec ific individuals 
were app ointed with these  titles as reported in the Government 
Gazette ( raadchaki d caanubeg§aa) . Under  the present Civil 
Service Commis s ion all government employees are classified in 
numbered categorie s ,  or levels , but the titles listed here 
have not been abolished and may still be used on certain for­
mal occasions of a s ocial nature such as weddings and crema­
tions , though they are no longer used officially . 
Palace Ministry other ministries 
' , V • ,
• • • • • • • mahaa9 ammaad naaJeog 
, V V , , , V '- ' 
mahaaseewog 9 eeg mahaa9 ammaad 9 eeg 
, .., .., . ,  , .., ' 
mahaaseewog thoo mahaa9 ammaad thoo 
, V V , , V ' 
mahaaseewog trii mahaa9 ammaad trii 
V , ' ' 
seewog 9 eeg 9 ammaad 99
' 
eeg 
V , ' 
seewog thoo 9 ammaad thoo 
V ., ' 
seewog trii 9 ammaad trii 
V , ' ' 
rool) seewog 9 eeg ro OIJ 9 ammaad 99
' 
eeg 
V , ' 
rooI) seewog thoo rooIJ9 ammaad thoo 
V , ' 
rooIJseewog trii rooIJ9 ammaad trii 
, .., ' . ,
The title mahaa9 ammaad naa J og was held by ministers 
and royal advis ors , there being no equivalent in the Palace 
, V ' 
Minis try. The three grades  of mahaa9 ammaad were held by 
directors -general of departments ( krom) ; the three grade s 
' 
of 9 amrnaad were held by councillors and heads of d ivisions 
' 
(koIJ ) ;  the three grades of rooIJ 9 ammaad were held by deputy 
c ouncillors and heads of secti ons (phanccg ) e. Below these  
were the c lerks ( sam1an) . 
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MILITARY AND POLICE TITLES 
Only the titles of officers are pertinent, and only
those for the army are included since other branches are 
the same except for the addition of an appropriate term 
to designate the particular branch. The titles for the 
police given below are those in use during the reign of 
Rama VI, but these too have now been changed to conform 
to army titles but with the inclusion of the term desig­
nating the police--phon tamruad, phan tamruad, rooj tam-
ruad, each with three grades � 
Military Police 
coomphon - - -
, ' ' 
naajphon 9 
' 
eeg phratamruad 9 eeg 
, ,.
naajphon thoo phratainruad thoo 
, . ,.
naajphon trii phratamruad trii 
V ,. '
naajphan 9 
' 
eeg k.huntamruad 9 eeg 
., ,.
naajphan thoo khuntamr·uad thoo 
.., ,. .
naajphan .trii k.huntamruad trii 
. , . ' ,. ' naaJrooJ 9 eeg naajtamruad ? eeg 
naajrooj thoo naajtamruad thoo 
,.
naajrooj trii naajtamruad trii 
RANK CORRELATIONS OF TITLES 
The correlations· betweene noble titles and minister­. 
ial office were apparently quite regular until the titles 
of nobility were abolished, but there were already some 
differences in relation to other functional offices, and 
early in the reign of Rama VI the ranks of officials in 
the Palace Ministry, the Royal Pages and the police were 
specifically eq·uated with army rankse. These correlations 
were q·ui te straightforward, being on a one to one basis, 
b·ut res·ul ted in some differences in the noble title held 
and the rank of office as compared with other ministries . 
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Correlations between noble rank and ministerial office ,  
with occasional exceptions , were as follows below .  They were 
not established by decree ,  but the practice was as given, and 
the few exceptions involve army ranks . The Palace Ministry 
was not included  in this sys tem and doesn ' t  correlate well . 
noble title ministerial office 
, V ' . ,mahaa9 ammaad naaJog 
, V ,.
cawphrajaa mahaa9 ammaad 9 
' 
eeg 
, .,, ,.
mahaa9 ammaad thoo 
, V ' 
mahaa9 ammaad trii 
,.
phrajaa 9 ammaad 9 
' 
eeg 
, ,.
phra9 9 ammaad thoo
' 
9 ammaad trii 
V 
,,. 
' 
luaIJ :.,. rooIJ9 ammaad 9 
' 
eeg 
' 
khun rooIJ9 ammaad thoo
' 
(�yyn/khun) rooIJ9 ammaad trii 
At the lowe st level the two title s of nob ility are 
placed in parenthe ses  indicating that they were not actually 
prerequisite to the office indicated .  It will be remembered 
too that myyn, and sometimes khun , were not technically in 
the nobility. 
Correlations between palace offic ial s ,  Royal Pages ,  the 
police and the army were as follows : 
army police palac e page s 
c oomphon - - - - - -
' , ' ' V , ', V
naajphon 9 eeg phra tamr·uad 9 eeg mahaaseewog 9 eeg caaIJwaaY) 
I I thoo ' ' thoo I I thoo I I 
I I I I I I I Itrii trii trii
' V ' ' V , ' " ' 
naajphan 9 eeg khuntamr·uad 9 eeg seev-.1og 9 eeg cawmyyn 
I I thoo I t thoo I i thoo l naajween __ 
' 
I I I I I Itrii trii trii caa 
. , . ' . ' ' V , ' \naaJrooJ 9 eeg naaJtamruad 9 eeg rooIJ seewog 9 eeg (humphr cc )  
I I I I I I ·__ thoo thoo thoo ( roo9hurn-
·, l phrc�),
I I trii I I trii I ' ' trii (maha0deleg,
wised) 
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The three lowest designations for pages are in parenthe­
ses since they are not titles but designations of gro·ups.
The whole gro·up of h ·umphrcc  bore the title naaj, as did the 
. '
next higher officials, naajcaa, as part of their title. It 
will be recalled that naajween was only parthof the next .
higher title which also included the noble title luaD, and 
,. ' , . , .
that the cawmyyn were also phra? , and caaDwaaD were phraJaa
,.. , .
or cawphrajaa . Th·us, though these ranks correspond to the 
various ministerial ranks they do not correlate well with 
the noble titles associated with ministerial positions, and 
most noticeably at the levels of phra? and luaD. It is also 
at this point in the noble system that there is no o·verlap 
as there is between all other pairs of titles.  It is here 
also that discrepancies occurred between army ranks and 
titles of nobility, which are otherwise quite regular . It 
seems likely that th� correlations were intended to be quite 
reg·ular b·ut that other factors probably intervened making 
exceptions. ·unavoidable, perhaps again reflecting the decline 
in prestige of the nobility as their power waned and the or­
ganization of the government became more highly str·uctured 
and formalh. 
This rather close integration of various systems of 
titles and ranks was relatively short lived. Further ad­
ministrative reforms together with the abolishment in 1932 
of the nobility and the drastically reduced n ·umbers of roy­
al princes all res·ul ted in the virt·ual obliteration of this 
system of interdependency. 
� 
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TITLES FOR WOMEN 
There are two titles which could be c onferred on women 
as honors but the general use of titles of various kinds by 
women was apparently unregulated until a decree of Rama VI,  
is sued in 1917 , to regulate these  matters . The stipulations 
of this decree were as follows : 
..,
naaDesaaw was the t itle to be used t o  unmarried ladies of 
common birth . 
naaD was the title to be used to:  1) married women whose 
husbands were without rank; 2 )  women whose husbands 
held rank below that of phrajaa , but they should use 
also the husband ' s  c onferred name; 3) the lesser , or 
secondary wives of men of any rank. 
khunJ1D was the title to be used to: 1) the wife of a phra-
j aa whether a decoration had been conferred on her or 
not ; 2 )  wives who had received a dec oration but whose 
husbands held rank lower than phrajaa; 3) wife of a 
cawphrajaa who has not received a decoration. A.11 
these  c ould also use the c onferred names of their hus­
band s .  
thanphuuj1D was the t itle to be used to,  1) the wife of a 
cawphrajaa who has herself received a decoration;  2 )  
, . " � ' Y.
momraadchawoD and momluaD who have received the deco-
ration . 
mo(o)m was the t itle to be used to a commoner wife of a princee. 
(Wives  of royal descent , momraadchaWOD and momluaD , 
c ontinued to use their own titles . )  
In all cases it was specified that the s e  were title s of 
reference only, not t o  be used by the individual herself . It 
was als o spec ified that married women should use their hus ­
bandse' name , whether family name or new c onferred name , to­
gether with their own given name , but that informally they 
might drop the given name . 
V
naaQ and naaDesaaw have c ontinued in printing , but orally 
khun has replaced them (and also naaj " mis tere" in mos t case s ) e. 
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THE INNER PALACE 
The Inner Palace, the women ' s  quarters of the palace,
was an extensive organization of considerable importance in 
the education of da·ughters of the elite, ·hb·ut was also an ef­
fective channel for petitions to the kingho The follo wing 
explanation of personnel, titles and flmctions is based pri­
marily on the accolm.t of Prince Damrong (1938) , according
to which there were three main clas ses of women in the Inner 
Palace other than those designated �s wives of the king, who 
were discussed in Rama V's essayo
The highest class was comprised of the royal princes­
ses who, on reaching majority, held the highest prestige, 
and the royal princes up to the age of thirteen, when they 
were established in their own palaces. Both these were, 
of c o·urse, born in the palace. Others from the outside in-
' ,...
eluded were momcaw grandchi�dren of the king whose fathers 
had died or who had been placed there by their fathers for 
education, tho·ugh boys could stay only ·until the age of ten, 
and momraadchawog, momluarJ, and da·ughters of phuudii (phrajaa 
or higher) who had been.formally presented to a royal patron­
ess for service and education, after which they might become 
officials in the Inner Palace. 
These yo·ung ladies might serve and be educated in se·v­
eral ways. Academic studies--literature, history, nursing, 
etc . --were normally reserved for the king's da·ughters who 
wo·uld later become the teachers. Management of the royal 
household was carried out by naaIJphanagI)aan who incl·uded
' ,... ' 
. 
"
' ,
those of the rank momcaw and momraadcnawOIJ as well as mid-
dle aged ·unmarried ladi.es of noble birth. Yo·ung girls of 
lesser status were personal servants. Young girls of noble 
birth who showed ability and physical stamina were trained 
as musicians and dancersh. 
Except for the king's daughters and those of his wives 
who had borne him a child (cawcoommaandaa) , the young ladies 
co·uld obtain permis sion to lea·ve the king ' s  service if they 
, " � , ' . . 
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wished .  But many chose to remain , and it was from these  that 
the senior officials of the Inner Palace were drawn . Those 
aging cawc oom of a former king who knew well palace procedures  
. ,
became thaawnaar;i , the ranking ' nobility ' of the Inner Pala·ce 
and the supervisors  of the various services  required .  Other 
,. ,.. ,. ' 
cawco om became cawc oomthawkcc  who trained the novices  in· the 
various servicese. Those older ladies who had not been favored 
by the king ' s  attentions and were not cawc oom c ould become 
,. ' 
thawkcc  who ac ted as chaperone s for any of the ladies who had 
to goe·eouts ide the palace for any reason and also c onducted 
any neces sary bus ines s  with men on the outside . Others who 
had performed various service s  c ould become phuurabsar;i who 
rece ived and delivered the king ' s  c ommands t o  the Inner Pa­
lacee. 
,..
Even a cawcoommaandaa could under certain c ircumstance s  
receive permission to leave the palacee. If she had a prince­· 
s on she c ould receive permis s ion to acc ompany him when he was 
e stablished in _his own palac e .  Als o ,  when aged ,  a cawco om­
maandaa might receive permis sion to live with relative s .  
Otherwise  they c o·uld c ontinue living 
• , •  
in the Inner Palace ,  
perhaps as thaawnaar;i , or as cawsamnagfyg , instructors in 
various skill s . Those who themselves had been musicians or 
dancers remained to teach the s e  art s .  
The second or middle class of ladies was c omprised of 
daughters of wealthy non-noble families who were not eligible 
to be formally presented but who were sent t o  the palace as 
,. .,
khaaluaIJ (royal servants ) in order to take advantage of the 
prestige of palace training and perhaps even be useful to· 
their fathers  in, for example , obtaining noble rank, by s e ­
curing the assistance of their patrones s  in pressing the 
petition .  Such assistance could seldom be refused even if 
it was unsucces sful s ince it was an e s sential part of the 
patrone s s -client relationship . On reaching maj ority these 
young ladies too c ould leave the palace or they c ould elect 
to s tay on as servants to their mistre s se s .  Incl·uded also 
in this class of informal novice s  were younger daughters of 
noble families who were sent to stay with their older for-
� 
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mally presented sis ters and be educated. Included here als o  
were the ordinary phanagDaan who assisted in the kitchensho 
Also  in this clas s were two gro·ups who had risen from the low­
est or third class. These were the thanaajryan, mes sengers, 
" ' ' ..,
who served under a thawkcc, and the caakhloon, officers of the 
Inner Palace Guard, un·der the chaawmcc, commander of the g ·uardho 
The third class  included the ser�ants of the ladies of 
noble birth who were li·ving in the Inner Palace, that is, 
those who had been formally presented as protegees t o  one of 
the royal ladies, and the khloon, guardswomen o These latter 
. " V
were originally daughters of phrailuaD, royal serfs, but Rama 
V replaced these with a paid guard . 
During the regency of Queen Saowapha there was als o  an 
9 ath1bodii, minister, of the Inner Palace, but the position 
was not continued after the king's returnho 
The title khun (not to be confused with khun) was applied
to those young ladies with out birth or other title as l one� as 
they served in the palace, b·ut they co ·uld not use it if tl1ey 
left the palace service . O·utside the palace the title was 
als o  used, b·ut there it was a title of deferential addres s  
to the as yet ·untitled sons of phuudii (phrajaa or higher ) o 
It is said that the children of cawphrajaa Mahasena (Bunnak)
and cawkhun fJuan, sister of the queen of Rama I, bore the 
title cawkhun (like their mother ) ,  and that children of tl1e 
cawphrajaa by other wives bore the title khun, as the children 
of a phu:udii o Apparently then this latter title became gen-
.. " 
eralized for children of phuudii. Otherwise th� origin of the 
·use of kh·un (Skt . g·�a I virtue 1 ) as a title is obsc·ure . 
After the nobility was abolished the title khun became 
the ordinary title of polite reference and addres s  to all 
commoners, who had formerly been addres sed by vario·us dis­
placed kin terms or simply by name. Now, however , the pre­
sent king has in part restored older ·u sage of this title in 
conferring it on disting•uished women as an honor and mark of 
favor, b·ut only in special circumstances can this c onferred 
title now be dis ting·uished from the ordinary polite title of 
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addres s o  The king , of c our s e ,  would use no t itle in addres ­
sing a c ommoner ,  but might use this title in address ing the 
person on whom it had been conferred . Also the polite title 
is only used orally and not in writing or print , whereas thi s  
c onferred title would be used in referring to the person in 
print or writing . 
The title c awkhun noted above was disc us sed by Rama V 
in his es say only· as an informal ·unofficial title used for 
nobles of the rank phrajaa , adding that it was forbidden in 
offic ial audience with the king , th·us raising a question con­
cerning its  ·usage for the chiledren ( and even grandchildren) 
,..
of cawkhun N·uan . The king made no mention of it in relation 
to women, but he did refer to  the fact that minor wive s ( c om­
mone r s )  of the king did have specific dignitie s ,  as opposed 
to maj or wives (princ e s se s ) who did not , and notes briefly 
• , ' V • ' 
the honors they c ould be given as phrasanom, either 9 eeg or 
thoo.  It seems clear that those who received the higher 
honor , at least , did then bear the formal title cawkhun, re-. " 
flee ting their  s tat·us as a cawcoommaandaa in very high favor 
with the king . Many other informal titles do appear in re­
ferences to other minor wives who were only cawcoom,  but only 
,..
cawkhun seems to have been recognized as a formal t itlee. The
" .
fact remains , however , that although the king s ays the caw-
c oom had spec ific dignities  it is  not clear what they were 
nor in what way they were expres sed in title s .  In this re­
spect the Inner Palace was c onsiderably less  formalized than 
affairs on the out side . 
, '• • • � 
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APPENDIX: ROYAL KIN TERMINOLOGY 
Royal kin terminology includes many more terms than 
common ·usage, some more general, some more specific, and 
also alternate forms. Here the common term equi·valent is 
included in parenthesese. Often, between the· prefix phra?
and the kin term, other honorific s may be inserted for 
specific persons and s·uch honorific s are omitted here.  An 
example is  -boromma-, as in phraboromma9 ajjakaae. 
, V
phrapitaamahaJJakaa father of one ' s  paternal or maternal 
grandfather (puuthuad, taathuad ) .  
phrapitaamahajj1kaa mother of one ' es paternal or maternal 
grandfather (jaath·uad, jaajth·uad )e. 
phramaataamahajjakaa father of one ' s  paternal or maternal 
grandmother (puuthuad, taat�uad ) .  
phramaataamahajj1kaa mother of one ' s paternal or maternal 
grandmother (jaathuad, jaajthuad)e. 
phrapajjakaa.,_ great grandfather, incl·usive term (pu·uth·uad, 
taath·uad )
phrapajj1kaa great grandmother, inclus�ve term (jaathuad, 
jaajthuad )e. 
phra9 ajjakii,· phra9 ajj1kaa grandmother, great aunt (jaa,
j aaj) . 
phra9 ajjakaa grandfather, great ·uncle (p·uu, taa ) .  
, ,
phrachanog father (ph3o ) .  
phrabidaa father. 
, '·phrabidoon father . 
phr�chonnanii mother (mcc)e. 
,
phramaandaa mothere. 
,
phramaandoon mothere. 
phrapitulaa paternal uncle, older or younger (l· u9, 9 aa)e. 
phra9 aa paternal younger uncle (9 aa ) .  
phrapitutchaa paternal a·unt, older or yo·unger (paa, :aa)e. 
phramaa tulaa maternal ·uncle, older or yo·unger ( l·ur:i, naa ) • 
phramaa tutchaa maternal aunt, older or yo·unger (paa, naa ) . 
phraphaadaa . brother, older or younger (phiichaaj, n6or:ichaaj ) .  
phraphagkh1nii sister, older or younger (phiisaaw, n6�r:iesaaw ) o 
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, , 
( 
,. ' 
, ,,., .., ,...phracheedthaa older brother (phiichaaj ) . 
, A· ,
phracheedthaphaadaa older brother.  
phra9 anuchaa yolmger brother (noOI)Chaaj ) e. 
, . , ,. ,phrakhanidthaphaadaa yol.mger brothere. 
phracheedthaphagkhlnii older s ister (phfisaaw ) e. 
phrakhanldthaa younger s ister (nOOI) Saaw) ·o 
phrakhanldthaphagkhinii younger s ister . 
luugth a 8  child of a king (luug ) .  
l·u·ugluaIJ child of a former k·ing (l·uug ) . 
. , " , ,
phraraadchakumaan son of a king , often yo·ung s ons before 
receiving formal names ( luugchaaj ) e. 
phraraadchakumaarii  daughter of a king ( luugsaaw)e. 
in the f ollowing terms omi s sion of the segment in par­
entheses , ( raadcha-)e, would indicate the child of a prince 
rather than the kinge. 
, , , 
s on ( 
,..
of a princ e s s  luugchaaj )( ,... 
phra raadcha)bud 
phra(raadcha)th1daa 
phra raadcha )9 oorod . 
of a non-royal wifee. s on 
da·ughter  of a princ e s s  ( luugsaaw ) .  
phra(raadcha)budtrii daughter of a non-royal wifee. 
, , ,
( ,,., ( .., ) •phra raadcha)naddaa grandc hilde laan .,, .
laanth88 grandchild of the king . 
.,, .,,
laanluaIJ grandchild of a former king . 
phrapanaddaa great grandchild (leen ) e. 
phraphaatika9 nephew ( laan ) . 
phraphaatikaa niece ( laan ) e. 
phraphaakhlnaj one ' s  s isterse' children ( laan ) e. 
, '- ,
phraphaatiya9 one ' s  brotherse' children ( laan ) e. 
RELATIONSHIP TERMINOLOGY 
phrasaamii husband (phua) .  
phrasasaamii husband . 
, ' . ' 
phraphadsadaa husbande. 
, , ,...
phrachaajaa wife of a prince who is  herself phra9 oIJcaw 
(mialuaIJ ) . 
chaajaa wife of a prince who is herself m�mcaw (mialuaIJ ) .  
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,..
naar:ihaam non-royal and foreign wives of princes ;  also ·used 
as a general word for non-royal wives of royalty includ­
ing the king (mianooj ) .  
, A A ·
momhaam non-royal wife of the wa9naa , b·ut also ·used as a 
�eneral word for non-royal wiv�� of royalty ,  largely 
replacing the abo·ve term .(mianooj) • 
moom title confe�red on palace officials who are momraad-
, . . .
chaworJ by birth; generalh. term of reference and a.ddress  
now for non-royal wives of princes and government of­.
ficials. 
, ,  ' ,  A ,_ V
phrasadsura9 fatherh-in-law 
. 
(phootaa , phoophua) .  
£_hrasadsu9 mother-in-law (mccjaaj , mccphua ) � 
·phrachaamaadaa son-in-law (l:u·ugkha e j )  • 
phrasUD1saa daughter-in-law · c1uugsaphaj ) .  
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